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President’s Report
Rowan Hindmarsh-Walls

I think it can be safe to say that this year has been a successful year for the club 

on a whole. With around 360 members joining, club membership has been strong 
this year. The number of trips being led through the club this year was markedly 
up on last year, but the number of trips led so far in second semester is much 
lower than the tally for semester one. There is still a strong need for willing 

leaders within the club.

The year started out a bit gloomy with the possibility of Voluntary Student 
Membership Bill (VSM) being passed looming over the club committee, and 
although that seems to have quietened down a bit recently it could still be a near 

future problem for the club.

Both Paradise and Fiordland trips were a success, with very good numbers 
turning out for both. Rain was a main feature of the Fiordland trip, with many of 
the more hardcore trips being downgraded due to the weather.

Bushball was also a raging success, with the weather being superb for the 
weekend and everything going to plan for once.

The OUTC skiing fraternity has made Awakino Ski Field more accessible this 
year and many club members have chosen to head away skiing or snowboarding 

during the winter months when the weather is less than ideal for tramping. This 
has probably contributed to the distinct lack of aerial recues in the club this year, 
as more people are skiing rather than going to dodgy places in the hills during 
winter.

OUTC also had a successful year at TWALK this year with one of our teams 
taking irst place in the student section.

Successful training sessions so far include River-crossing day, Leadership 
evening, Bushcraft seminars, and Snowcraft seminar.

There have been a few irsts for the club this year:
1) The successful ‘Catlins Social Weekend’, where a large group of club 
members went to the Catlins and spent the weekend walking along beaches, 
grovelling through muddy bush  and cooking ine food. Hopefully this will 
continue to be an event in years to come. [Sadly it has not - Editor]
2)  The irst time in living memory that Bushball has been on budget, 
thanks to the good budgeting of Claire Sims, a good turnout to the event, and the 
wise spending by the various people buying or hiring gear. [Bushball was over 
budget as usual - Editor]
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General improvements in the club this year include:
1) Generally more tramps being led than last year.
2) No helicopter rescues or beacons being set off on club trips thus far. 
3) The repair and waterprooing of all the club tent lies.
4) The cleaning out of the gear-room, which hadn’t been done for years.
5) The buying of a set of new maps, 3 new avalanche transceivers, some  
 guide books, and hopefully some new billies.
6) The de-registration of the club from the strangle hold of GST.

7) The until recently successful transfer of happy hour to the South Bar  
 (who have recently reneged on their previous happy hour deals).
8) The successful implementation of a new gear hire system.

Although the club a has seen an inlux in members this year, and many 
improvements have been made, we still have some of the same problems as 
we have seen in the past, and ones that the new committee will need to try and 
address again:

1) The lack of newer members ‘coming through the ranks’ of the club  

 and leading trips. There does seem to be a good number of new  
 members being nominated for committee positions next year so hope 
 fully this is the start of a change in committee dynamics, and some of  
 us old ‘crusties’ can hand over the reins. 

2) The lack of trips (or accessible trips) being led by the experienced  
 members of club and committee. We do have a committee policy of  
 committee members leading one trip per semester.
3) The on-going debate over whether we do or don’t have a constitution,  
 and whether we need one.

4) The exact role of committee 
positions and the commitment,   
 or lack of, of some committee  
 members to the club. 

5) The possibility of VSM being  
 passed, and its effects on the  
 club.

On that note, I’ll stop before everyone 
falls asleep.

Hopefully next year will be even better 
than this year has been. Good luck to the 

new committee nominees! And see you 

all next year (or this year).

Rowan Hindmarsh-Walls Rowan in the Catlins 

(image supplied).
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Editorial - The Antics 2010 Timeline
Penzy Dinsdale and Jaz Morris

AGM 2009: 

Nick and Peter run for Antics 2010 editors. They are asked by Claire Sims if they 

will publish Antics is a timely manner. They say yes.

Throughout 2010: 

Editiors beg for articles, making promises of free beer and steak knives, which 
they never make good. Editiors neglect to write down any quotes.

7th May 2011: 

Final email from Peter asking for submissions.

December 2010 - February 2011

The Editors lee to South America where they claim to be “coming up with ideas 
for Antics.”

Early 2011: 
Nick sends collated Antics 2010 articles to Peter, from this point on nothing 
happens with Antics 2010.

Throughout 2011: 

Everyone asks continually when Antics 2010 will be published, no promised 
deadlines are met. 

The National Library sends multiple statutory requests for copies of Antics 

2010.

 

January and February 2012: 

Various people sends multiple emails telling Peter and Nick to get a move on.

February 2012: 

Antics now a year overdue – Peter or Nick claim they will provide a ‘date of 
publishing’ by the March committee meeting.

March 2012:

Penzy and Jaz are going to take over from Nick and Peter, because it is now 2012 
and no progress had been made.

Mid April 2012: 
Peter had yet to give Penzy and Jaz the ilies but will do so by ‘a next week.’
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Early May 2012:
Penzy and Jaz get Antics stuff off Nick, Peter is no help.

Mid May 2012:

Penzy and Jaz have taken over editing. They will have Antics out by Bushball 

2012. Nick protested claiming that he and Peter had also set ‘a Bushball’ as a 
target date.

Late May 2012: 

Penzy is halfway through editing Antics 2010. Jaz will then format it with the 

goal of having it printed by Bushball this year.

Early June 2012

Antics 2010 surpasses the record held by Antics 2006 by being over 18 

months late.

Late June 2012:

Penzy inishes collating Antics articles and passes them onto Jaz.

Early July 2012:
Jaz torrents Adobe Indesign and begins to format Antics 2010.

Mid July 2012:

Antics 2012 is sent to the printers, after being edited in less than two months by 
the new editorial team.

Will Alexis have Antics 2011 out in 2012? Or will he go for the all time 

lateness record? Will Jaz have to edit that one too? Only time will tell!

________________________________________________________________

Jaz: “Danilo, when was your Antics 2003 out?”
Danilo: “I had it ready by Paradise 2004.”
Jaz: How??”

Danilo: “I stayed up till midnight for a month working on it. I didn’t have a 
girlfriend ant the time.”

Jaz: “No kidding.”
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Patron’s Report
Peter Wilson

[The Patron did not supply a report in time for publishing - Editor]

The Patron at Awakino, talking about Speights and GMC trucks 

instead of editing Antics 2010 (Jaz Morris).
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2009 Tramping Trips – Part 2
Cleo Davie-Martin

I didn’t quite get this inished in time for Antics 2009, so I thought I would 
include some of them in the 2010 edition on account of my extreme lack of 
tramping trips to report on from this year…

Mid-Winter at Mavora Lakes II (Careys Hut) – June 26-29

Wow, what a trip! Three friends and a random Dutch guy, Roy – I think he was 
pleased with his ratios!!! One of the things I love most about the tramping club 
is how everything gets organised via email during the week and somehow it all 

comes together on the weekend and complete strangers can get together and have 
the best time! It was an easy irst day with an early morning drive and stroll to 
Carey’s Hut following the lake edge. But what a stunner it was. Clear blue skies, 
everything as still as can be and a perfect relection across the lake (could this 
really be winter?). 

Our aim was to climb Cold Peak the next day, and so we were up at the crack 
of dawn (although struggling). Yup, it was deinitely winter – frost everywhere, 
smoky breath, and semi-immovable shoe laces… deinitely time to get moving! 
We kept our minds off the steepness by trying to guess what material Roy’s 
bracelet was made out of… turns out it was elephant hair or elephant’s something 
– strange stuff. The views once we’d gained the main ridge were spectacular. 
It was another ine day and the sun beamed down on us. It was time to don the 
sunglasses and crampons as we hit the snow. The last bit of the climb up to ‘Cold 
Peak’ felt a little hairy (I think this was more due to the fact that it was my irst 
time leading an actual ‘mountain climb’ by myself with crampons), but it was 
great to inally reach the top… or was it… Turns out we had climbed the peak 
next to Cold Peak (and because we thought we were looking at Cold Peak, we 
took our time about it) – so we didn’t have time to make it across to the ACTUAL 
Cold Peak. Never mind, we were all extremely chuffed at having climbed to the 
summit of the unnamed peak – oh the satisfaction of seeing the small hut many 
meters down below us! It was at this point that we noticed sheets of ice loating 
across the lake – they looked like gigantic jellyish just lazing in the sun.

But alas, sunset was fast approaching and it was time to head back down. After 
such a hot, sunny, relatively strenuous day, we were all in need of a wash. While 
Roy and I braved the cold lake, the two hunters who had turned up during the 
day stood watching in awe (I think they thought our brains had been wired 

incorrectly). Trust me, I don’t think I would have been in there had those hunters 
not had the hut pre-heated like a sauna with their gas heater and roaring ire 
(I mean, why else would you risk hypothermia by jumping in a frozen lake!). 
After a satisfying dinner, it was time for Southern Snap with the hunters – quite 
amusing seeing as they managed to consume half a bottle of run between them… 

let’s just say they weren’t on the top of their game! It was an interesting night 
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with many a story told as we snuggled in our sleeping bags. Roy was going to 
share his most embarrassing story, but he chickened out and decided we had to 
do something (I’ve forgotten what) to earn the story… However, he did tell at 50 
miles an hour in Dutch… it was quite funny to listen to  - and I’m sure he found 

it quite amusing as we tried to guess what he was saying at the same time!

The next morning dawned very crisp indeed and we decided to head further up 
the valley to forks hut. The track was solid ice in places (about two inches thick) 
so we had to watch our step (although, feeling the earth crunch beneath you is 
quite satisfying on a cold morning). Unfortunately, we had to cross a river… a 
knee-deep river laced in ice with the added bonus of ice chunks loating down 
it. My feet hadn’t managed to warm up before I crossed the river, and they had 
absolutely no chance after that! Within two minutes I could feel ice forming 

INSIDE my boots (INSIDE!!!). After half an hour we were cold and miserable 
(I’m not sure where my feeling ended and the numbness started) so we turned 

around and headed back to Carey’s Hut for lunch. The weather looked like it 

was taking a turn for the worse anyway. Ah the relief to have those frozen boots 

off! We made the executive decision to head out that afternoon – with yucky-
looking weather and frozen solid boots, none of us were terribly enthusiastic 
about tramping anymore. So in our crocs and jandals, we trudged back out to the 
car and headed home. What a great trip – I think we managed to conclude that 
despite the spectacular weather, it was DEFINITELY winter. 

Takitimus Ranges – Aparima Hut Trip, July 17-19

The weather was looking atrocious, but our keen party decided we were going 
somewhere anyway. Another last-minute decision! Aparima hut was something 
EASY and NEW, and promised to keep us entertained. We spent the Friday night 
huddled up in Princhester Hut before driving back around to ind the turn off to 
Aparima Hut (this is not as easy as it sounds). After passing it back and forth a 
few times, we inally managed to read the sign and were on our way. The walk 
along the riverside to the hut was very easy, but a good idea on a wet weekend – 
dificulty rating can be increased by compulsory ice sliding across frozen puddles 
(who can make it across without falling through the ice? Someone is BOUND to 
get wet feet, entertainment guaranteed!).

After dropping everything at the hut we headed out to the swampy lats beyond 
for a bit of a squizzy. Supposedly there are these cool terraces that we tried to 
ind – either we didn’t ind them or the terracey things that we did ind were not 
that spectacular after all! BUT, we did ind a swampy paddock of solid ice (over 
an inch thick!), so we spent a good amount of time practicing our igure skating 
and bum sliding!

After a toasty night wrapped up in the hut next to the ire, we were up early and 
heading out to climb this peak we had found. It wasn’t named, but it stood out 
and looked easy, so off we went. It was a great walk, very quick and easy (not 
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too steep) – under two hours to the top. After morning tea in the sun at the top 
and a bit of slide on the snow, it was time to get out of there before the yucky 
grey thunderclouds we could see in the distance caught us up. A great little trip 
for bad weather weekends. 

Brewster Hut (Attempt)/ Blue Pools – July 25-26

It was Erika’s inal few days in NZ so we decided to head out on one more trip 
– Mt Brewster here we come! After a cozy night at Cameron Flat, we woke to 
a busload of tourists pointing and taking photos of us (I mean seriously, it was 
a campsite – you ARE actually meant to camp there!). Anyhow, we got off to a 
cold start crossing the frigid river near the Fantail Falls. Then it was up, up, up, 
for 3 hrs to Brewster Hut… Actually, not quite!

We hit snow whilst still in the bush, which was manageable, but after the bush 
snow turned to thick bush ice, we decided it was time to don the crampons. 
Eventually we made it to the tree line and the going was easier from there. 
With knee-deep snow, we had great fun ploughing through, with the occasional 
disappearance as someone stepped off the top of a hidden bush and fell down into 
the ditch. In the end we hit a very steep craggy section with a cliff on one side 
and a slippery looking snow slope dropping into a gorge down the other. There 
was no way we wanted to risk setting off an avalanche and falling to a horrible 

demise, and so with the hut only 20 minutes away, we made the decision to turn 
around.

I think we were all a little annoyed, but it was the right decision – and it meant we 

Mt Aspiring and the Southern Alps from near Brewster Hut (Jaz Morris).
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had time to just plonk ourselves down in the snow and bask in the sun for a little 
while longer. The weather was just perfect with blue skies and bright sunshine. 
The mountain ranges were absolutely spectacular covered in all that snow! Even 
Colleen who NEVER exaggerates about ANYTHING seemed to absorb the 
views with wonder and commented on how ‘amazingly beautiful’ they were – 
something worth recording!!! Eventually we forced ourselves to head back down 
again and we were out to the car by dark. After another chilly night at Cameron 

Flat, we had a squizzy at the Blue Pools the next morning before a leisurely drive 
back to Dunedin, ensuring Erika made her light on time!

Garvie Mountains (Blue Lake) – Oct 2-4

Well, let’s start by saying this was probably one of the least enjoyable trips I 
have ever been on… What started well camping out on the farmland at the end of 
the road, under clear, starry skies, soon turned to custard (ok, I am exaggerating 
slightly). It began to snow as we headed off the next morning, but that was only 
a scufle and soon disappeared. What was worse was the wind. Once on the 
exposed ridge tops it was SO strong! I’m pretty sure I was walking sideways 
more than forwards. I was having my doubts and thought that perhaps we could 
turn around and stay the night at the nice hut we had just passed, but everyone 
else seemed pretty content to continue onwards. Well, I think the weather gods 
were against us… As if the wind wasn’t enough to battle against, it decided to 
start hailing – talk about facial exfoliation! (Try to imagine how pleasant it would 
be to have little pellets of ice slamming into your face at 80 kph). The wonderful 
weather continued as we battled our way along the exposed hillsides and soon 
turned to snow. 

For some reason half our group were machines and just chugged along at an 
awfully fast pace (and I wouldn’t consider myself a slow walker either!). Luckily 
Colleen was content to hang back with me and we played the A, B, C game to 
pass the time and keep our minds off the horrible weather. Finally we saw Blue 
Lake and the hut in the distance. A kea lew over head and played around with 
us for a bit and the snow continued to fall, interspersed with hail (by this stage 
it was almost ankle deep). The hut was a nice semi-rustic thing. I quite enjoyed 
it – something a bit different to the grand DOC huts you see about. We managed 
to get a ire going, but it was still bitterly cold. 

The weather dawned iner, but the wind was still very strong. The snow was 
deeper and took more effort to plough through with aching, frozen feet (the icy 
river crossing didn’t help much either). I forgot to mention that we also had a dog 
with us and she didn’t seem to be phased by the snow at all. However, she was 
sneaky… Colleen and I were slow again and trundled along at the back. Then the 

dog would come and rub up to us because her paws needed to be de-snowballed 
so that she could walk properly again. So of course we stopped to help her. Then, 
when she was all patched off she went, sprinting to join the others up the front 
of the pack, just like that, leaving us even further behind – oh what it would be 
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to be able to run like a dog!!! Oh well. Eventually the sun came out and my feet 
warmed up and the weekend seemed a lot better as we slid down through the 
snowy tussock back to the car. I would love to do this trip again or one in the 
same area, minus the wind and snow!

Mt Taranaki – Dec 3-6

It was a LONG way to drive (over 7hrs) – so we hoped to make the most of it! 
Erin, mum, and I managed to keep each other awake and pumped ready for our 
summer tramping trip.

Weather forecast the day prior to departure: 
Rain showers Thursday, then ine and sunny Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. 

Upon arrival and consultation with the DOC ofice we (completely) changed our 
plans on account of the heavy, steady rain. After only walking 2hrs to the irst 
hut (Waingongoro Hut), we had a restful afternoon/ evening and were back at the 
DOC center the following morning to see what the weather had install for us. 

New forecast: 

Rain ‘showers’ Friday and Saturday, with the possibility of snow down to 200m 
both nights clearing for Sunday,. Hmmm… maybe not so good for climbing Mt 
Taranaki!

Received: Steady, relatively heavy rain ALL day Thursday = drenched (yeah, our 
raincoats were pathetic!). Thick fog and light rain showers on Friday = missed 
the turn off too Syme Hut (in our defense, the snow poles were snapped at the 
base… we were not completely unobservant). Luckily we realised very quickly 
(i.e. when we arrived at steep snow slopes going straight up, which we didn’t 
think we should have to climb) and the compass soon set us straight. However, 
that evening up at Syme Hut (just under 2000m) the skies began to clear and we 
got beautiful views across the New Plymouth area and Mt Taranaki, made even 
more special by the fantastic sunset (up on top of Fanthams Peak).

Mum was up at some ungodly hour of the morning and while I was a little 
unhappy about that at the time, I was soon grateful as we were treated to the most 
fantastic sunrise before descending in the warm early morning sunshine (time 

for SCREE SLIDING). We were at the car park by 9:30 am, just as the mountain 
became shrouded in cloud, the sun ran away hiding, and the skies opened up once 
again. So after a dodgy start, our trip ended with a bang and we managed to get 
the magniicent views we had been hoping for.
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Mt. Pirongia – 23-24th Jan 2010

(North Island Tramping!)
Joe Vincent

“Welcome to Pirongia Forest Park!” proclaims the sign at the end of a grey 
colored road called Grey road. Mt. Pirongia is an old volcano in the mighty 

Waikato about 20km South of Hamilton. (Approx 1000km Nor Nor West of The 
Captain Cook Tavern in a straight line) While the mountain was born a volcano, 
it’s now surrounded by farmland with a profusion of tracks up to the summit. 
Ranging from an easy four hour scramble to a full on ten hour track.

There were four of us on the weekend trip; Dave the Brave, an industrial 
electrician by trade. David the hairy one, sporting a full face beard. Complete 
with mo. Patrick, the “boy” of the trip at 15 ½ years old. Then myself, Joe “The 
Bro” Vincent. We were all quite happy with the prospect of spending some time 
in the great outdoors. Away from it all as they say. The plan was to wander on up 
one ridge line to the top. Stay the night in Pahautea hut then take a different track 
down another ridge back to the car park.

It was an eventful trip just GETTING to the mountain because we were in a four 
wheel drive vehicle with large mud tyres and lifted suspension so there was a 
compulsion to drive over the white edge marker posts and up small banks on the 
side of the road. We arrived then set off down a well formed track full of high 

spirits and song. No seriously, we were singing bits and pieces of songs. Horribly 
lat, out of tune and only knowing half the words but no one complained. 

After a while the track got steeper and narrower so the singing stopped and there 
was just the familiar sound of panting people carrying packs uphill. It was about 
then that the mud started. Those of you who have been into Silver Peaks in winter 

will be familiar with mud. But nothing quite like this stuff!! Mud in midsummer 

has got several months experience sitting around in the warm sun. Therefore 
it is craftier and a lot muddier than the standard sort of mud one encounters in 

wet muddy weather. As we found out at the hut Pirongia gets an approx 2.8m of 
rainfall per year. (Dunedin city gets around 0.8m per year on avg.)

The one thing about Pirongia that never ceases to amaze me is the way you will 

be plodding uphill ankle deep in mud then suddenly come face to face with a 
steep scramble itted with chains to be rewarded with a fantastic view over the 
Waikato basin. From Raupane trig tower there was fantastic views to be had as 
we were just below cloud level. Only snag is because of being in the mighty 

Waikato cloud then lowers, fog rolls in and you can’t see jack all.

Another interesting feature of Pirongia is the amount of boardwalks DOC has 

built to keep my boots dry and out of the knee deep mire. There may have been 
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an underlying reason that had something to do with a fragile ecosystem blah blah 

blah but dry boots are a winner too.

On arrival at the hut we made the discovery that salt wasn’t packed… Potato 
lakes are a great tramping food but without salt it’s somewhat like eating 
cardboard. The can of beer each did help to ease the pain though so all was well. 
The walk out next morning got off to an “interesting” start with horizontal drizzle, 
windy winds and a bus stop sign nailed to a tree just outside the hut. Walking 
down could be described as an easy mud run or a very muddy tramp. With an 
impressive display of courage, the youngster Patrick valiantly led us through the 
worst of it. Just on a side note here, it’s good having keen young members in a 
group as you can give them a chance to lead in the really crappy sections with 
deep mud holes so you know where NOT to step… To Patrick’s full credit all 
deep mud was avoided so that section of decent was deemed a success.

In true Joe fashion the shirt was stowed when the day warmed up a little. Dave 
followed suit and the run down started. Coming around one bend at full speed we 
were confronted with another party, including a small child, standing mid track. 
Apparently riveted to the spot by the sight of 4 lads racing downhill. Some fancy 
high speed footwork was required as we parried, ducked and weaved around 
them. Disaster was avoided! A memory that will stay with me for a long time is 

the look of utter shock on one woman’s face as we thundered on past.

Before too much longer we arrived back at the car park hot, sweaty, tired, hungry 
but generally feeling good about life. Deinitely a good way to spend two days, 
the perfect combination of excellent company and physical activity in a lovely 
part of the world we are proud to call home. 

The Mt Pirongia Bus Stop (Joe Vincent).
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Mt Cargill
Brittany Travers 

Dear Antics,
Last week I walked up Mt. Cargill, 
because I was unable to go on any of the 

epic Easter tramps during that time.

From Benthunes Gully, it was a consistent 
*plod* *plod* *plod* to the “summit.” 
On the way I met two French tourists and 

a golden retriever. It was fun.

THE END.

At right: the author on Mt Cargill 

(Penzy Dinsdale)

Mt Edward and the Flight Deck from the Bonar Glacier (Jaz Morris).
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Matukituki Wanderings and Another Dificult Easter Trip
Jaz Morris

Halfway through February Nina Dickerhof and I climbed Mt Liverpool from a 
campsite on Cascade Saddle. The climb was easy enough that we were able to 
spend most of the time soaking in the view, which stretched from the Forbes to 
the Dart neve and to Mt Aspiring. Aspiring so dominated the view that we began 
itching to give it a go before the end of summer.

Two weekends later we were set to go back to the Matuk when the forecast 

changed for the worse. Plans changed, and we headed off to the Forbes with Lara 
Wilcocks and Danilo Hegg. The trip was a tough one, traversing Luncheon Col 
and O’Leary Peak to the Bedford Valley on Saturday, followed by a climb of Sir 
William Peak via the chossy North Face then descent to the Dart on Sunday

The following weekend gave Nina and I just enough of a weather window for a 

go at Aspiring. After walking into Aspiring Hut on Thursday night, we headed 
up to a bivvy on the Shipowner Ridge on Friday. On Saturday we reached the 
Buttress by dawn, the summit at 10am and back at our packs by 4pm. 

It was an immensely enjoyable climb, and wonderful to be on the mountain alone 
(the other parties having turned back). After a late lunch we bailed with dark 
clouds and rain approaching, and having only bivvy bags were committed to 
reaching Scotts Biv by nightfall. After abseiling the Bevan Col gut in fading light 

we reached the bivvy at 11pm and had an all too short sleep before walking out 
the next morning.

Only ive days later we were again up the Matuk, with Danilo and Aaron 
Whitehead. We camped under the West Ridge of Avalanche in lawless weather 
and spent a memorable evening watching the sunset from the edge of the Kitchener 
Cirque. Next morning we climbed the ridge without too much dificulty and were 
treated to an exceptional Aspiring day. After 3 weekends like this, we found the 
walk-out pretty tiring, bruising tired feet and strained backs.

It took a couple of weekends of easier trips to recover before Nina, Danilo and 
I embarked upon our next mission over Easter. An excellent idea of Nina’s saw 
us bash up the McBride Burn from the Dart, traverse the unnamed Ice Plateau 
at its head to Irvine and Mallory and descend into the Bean’s Burn. Regrettably, 
unexpected bad weather and glacial melting made this an extremely tough trip. 

Recession of the Merkl glacier meant a sidling route was required around the 

North Face of Irvine in driving rain, followed by 3 harrowing abseils into the 
schrund of the Merkl before climbing out of the ice and down to a bivvy on the 

ridge near Brenda Peak. Dificulty didn’t end there, as Danilo had to be at work 
Wednesday, so Tuesday was spent hurriedly trying to descend the Beans Burn in 
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a freezing SE gale, from its head to Lake Sylvan. Sadly we didn’t make it to cross 
the Bean’s Burn before dark, so were forced to inish the trip a day late. Sadly 
Danilo’s boss had little sympathy but at least he wasn’t ired...

Five excellent trips. Clockwise, from top: Nina on Mt Liverpool’s summit; 

(Jaz Morris) North-west Ridge of Mt Aspiring (JM); Jaz abseiling into the 

Merkl (Nina Dickerhof); the East Peak of Avalanche from the West Peak 

(JM); Danilo surveys the North Face of Sir William Peak (JM).
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The Finger
Penzy Dinsdale

So you should never let a dirty great hippie (sorry Max, it’s nothing personal, just 
something one of the more senior and remaining nameless club members said) 

drop a rock on your inger, I know this now, from the school of experience. 

It was the 27th of March less than one week before the NZ orienteering nationals 
at, I don’t know, about 11.30 or something. Having been useless in terms of work 
done all morning I was inally actually doing something semi-useful otherwise 
known as building a small unstable rock wall. Why? Well I can’t be bothered 

explaining that. Where? Well half of you already know and for the rest of you 
Awakino won’t mean anything. So there I was as a large rock landed on my 

inger eficiently crushing it. Luckily it was cold so I didn’t feel anything and was 
just mildly amused by the mobile ingernail and the blood dripping off it. 

Lesson 1: you cannot continue to work after you crush your inger. Boring!!

Well after it got all neatly bandaged up by Peter, the others inished the work and 
we heading back to the hut for tea and lunch and generally sometime out of the 

freezing mist. Then my inger bled through the bandage.

Lesson 2: the Kurow medical clinic is not open Sundays and only has an on call 
nurse. Useless!

An executive decision was made that I was useless and should probably go to 
hospital, the nearest one being in Oamaru. So Max drove me.

Lesson 3 (for Max): get the choke sorted out on your car when you start it and 
not once you are in Kurow after having come down the Awakino access road... 
also don’t get lost in Kurow. =P

Lesson 4 (for Penzy): don’t refuse large amounts of painkillers when offered.

Yeah. Halfway or there abouts to Oamaru my inger defrosted. Here is where you 
might have to ask Max for some details because it embarrassing and dificult to 
described me being in pain. I believe that I was making Max speed, just a little 
bit, despite having told him not to. It should be duly noted that I did at some point 
have two panadol, but if they ever kicked in I didn’t notice.

Lesson 5: don’t speed. Ever. (Kind of like the stupid rule my exchange program 
had about sending people home if they drove a car, even in extreme emergency 
situations Person A: “she’s dying, I’m so wasted I can’t stand, you drive” Person 
B: “if I do that I’ll get sent home without a refund and my parents will kill me 
for wasting money.” I mean it’s a bit unfair, how do you decide who gets to live, 
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I guess though if you call an ambulance and wait the dying person will die and 
you won’t have that problem anymore.)

Lesson 6: write less lessons and more article, this is boring.

Lesson 6 (for real): you get seen to initially really quickly at Oamaru emergency 

department, although that may only be if you walk in and start dripping blood all 
over their loor.
So the moment we got to the hospital and I could do something proactive about 
the inger the pain started decreasing, or maybe the panadol inally kicked it. 
Well the nurse made some not so funny wisecrack about literally getting my 

inger stuck between a rock and a hard place, another rock. Haha did you get 
it?! There are about three people I think so far who think this was funny enough 
to mention to me. And I can tell you that the while the irony is quite ironic the 

joke is not funny. We then peeled the bloodstained bandages off the dripping 
inger and because I’m being honest I’ll tell you that I started shaking, still not 
sure why. Once the bandages were off the excitement died down and I was given 
codeine and left to sit there and do nothing.

Lesson 7: all emergency departments are the same, no matter how quiet they are 
everyone behaves like they are run off their feet.

So getting increasingly dozy from the codeine I sat back and waited and sent 

a few texts. All of them mundane. If fact the only person to ind out by text 
was some guy named Josh I’d met the Thursday before... and he is NOT in the 

tramping club. Not surprisingly I haven’t heard from him since, or maybe that’s 
because I forgot to text him back? Oh well. Max went and got food, despite 
having had lunch just a few hours ago... and then we theorized that my inger 
wouldn’t be broken. 

It was. Approximately 6ish bone fragments down at the tip. Good job rock! 

Lesson 8: even if someone else packs your gear make sure you know where your 
keys are!

Lesson 9: make sure max charges his phone.

It was at this point that I started to panic that I’d left my keys up the hill and 
started texting every club member I had a cell phone number for... so not very 
many people trying to get a number for Peter. Max’s cell phone was usefully lat. 

________________________________________________________________

Facing page photos:

Penzy abseiling off Emily Peak with a more funtional inger. (Max Olsen)
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All good though eventually Jaz came to the rescue and we rung Peter. Only to 

later discover that not only were my keys in my bag but that I’d thoughtfully also 

left my room unlocked for the weekend. 

Lesson 10: Oamaru doctors insist on slings and pathetic bandages that bleed 
through within 24 hours.

Yeah so they then gave me the X-rays on a disk bandages up my inger, gave me 
some drug prescriptions and humiliated me with a sling... which I ditched after 
a few days, because various someones kept asking if I really needed it. (It’s a 
shame this is an article or else I would be glaring at those someones about now...) 

The next hurdle was inding an open pharmacy on Sunday evening in Dunedin.

Lesson 11: there is an afterhour’s pharmacy next to the afterhours doctors, on 
whichever street that is.

Lesson 12: if someone offers to help with medical costs to refuse. Oh well it’s a 
bit late for that now $26.50 and counting...

So what next, oh that’s right. Flatmates... such fun. So I didn’t tell my latmates 
before I came home about it leading to some surprised sympathy from the girls, 
cavalier ‘oh Penzy that’s so typical’ from Matt (it’s not typical, that was my irst 
ever broken bone!) and surprisingly a casual ‘so’  from Sam. I get the sense his 
ego is so delicate it can be threatened by me breaking a inger. Quite ridiculous 
actually!

Lesson 13: student health does really shit bandages; of the two I’ve had so far 
one bleed through in two hours and the other fell off in the wee hours of last 

night... useful. The third was so gigantic it only lasted 30 mins before I replaced 
it! (And yes I am making late additions to this article because I can’t be bothered 

to rewrite it.)

The reason that Oamaru broke the tradition of keeping the patient in the dark 
and gave me the X-rays is so I could take them to Dunedin and quote see if the 

fracture clinic was interested. They were, very.

Lesson 14: when they say you need surgery at Dunedin hospital, they are lying 
and you should eat lunch anyway.

So I missed work on Monday just sitting round in the hospital waiting for surgery 
that never happened. I did, however, get to watch as they cleaned up and stitched 
my inger under local anaesthetic. Highly fascinating! 

Lesson 15: codeine does a better job of getting me drunk and making me fall 

asleep in the link than it does of eliminating pain. I realised this when the local 
anaesthetic wore off.
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Lesson 16: orthopaedic surgeons like applying extraneously large bandages on 
small inger wounds.

So with a bandage down over my whole hand I was off to orienteering nationals, 
where my results were variable and my family drove me insane.

Lesson 17(for everyone): don’t tell Penzy’s parents things, it only leads to 
problems.

And then the front fell off. Sorry but it just had to be said! And for those of you 

who have asked on more than one occasion, no my inger did not fall off!! Rather 
the piece of tinfoil that was serving as a nail did, probably a good idea because 
I have to have ankle MRI’s next week, but that’s another, non-tramping club 
related and therefore very boring story!

So that’s really about it for the inger, except now nearly four weeks later it’s still 
in the way of everything! And annoyingly I can’t use it to operate the mouse on 
my laptop, but hey at leasts its good for pulling the ingers!

Left: The Finger from above and the Finger from the side (Oamaru 

Emergency Department).
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Mountain Midsummer 
– Trips to the tops of Sir William Peak, Mounts Aspiring and 

Avalanche on three consecutive weekends.

Nina Dickerhof

“Most climbers aren’t in fact deranged; they’re just infected with a particularly 
virulent strain of the Human Condition.” 

Jon Krakauer – Eiger Dreams, 1990

Weekend 1:  21-22 February 2010 Rees - O’Leary Peak – Bedford - Sir William 

Peak - Dart

Party: Jaz Morris, Danilo Hegg, Lara Wilcocks, Nina Dickerhof

Passable forecast. Light westerly. Why not do the Rees Dart? Yeah right. No, 
not the track. Go from the Rees over O’Leary Peak down to bivvy in Bedford 

Valley. Climb Sir William Peak the next day. Descend to the Dart. Jaz is already 
in Cromwell, so we don’t have to take two cars all the way down Central to do 
the car shuttle. Sold.

Saturday morning saw us walking up the Rees under blue skies. We are tired, 
it got late last night positioning one car at the Dart Road end and coming back 
all the way to Muddy Creek car park. Oh well. Only 2000 vertical metres to go 
today. Passing the old Earnslaw Hut and Kea Basin we pushed on to the turn-off 
to Wright Col. Here we turned north and followed a route none of us has been 

on before. But the going is good and we reached pt. 2170 on the ridge leading 
to O’Leary Peak soon enough. From here the last 300 m to the top walked 
themselves. The views down to Hunter Creek were spectacular while we were 
enclosed by Mt Earnslaw and Sir William Peak on either side. 

And there in the northeast was Mt Aspiring, beautiful as usual. Why did I always 
become nervous lately at the sight of this lofty peak? We could basically see it on 
most of our trips. Itchy feet - I guess. Should give it a go soon. I mentioned it to 
Jaz and he agreed. After a mufin break on the summit we slid down to Shepherd’s 
pass on much of the same shitty loose choss we were about to encounter the next 
day, but with a 500 m drop below us. From Shepherd’s pass we soon reached the 
idyllic Bedford Valley where we cuddled up in our bivvy bags. 

The next day saw us up before dawn, crossing the Frances Glacier to reach the 
North West Ridge of Sir William Peak. From here, the going got trickier: We had 
to sidle onto and then climb the North Face to avoid two prominent gendarmes 
on the ridge. As mentioned before, hand and footholds crumbled away basically 
when you looked at them and we cursed the weight of the rope that was useless 
on this rock.
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But we made it to the top eventually and although the view was obscured by 
clouds, we were happy. Not for long though. The descent down the Bedford 
valley into the Dart seemed endless – a 2100 m drop total. But the view into the 
Bedford Gorge and across to the Barrier Range kept us entertained. We were 
dreading the diabolical scrub, we were yet to expect just above bushline. Jaz 
had told us about his experience from last year all trip long. Luckily, Lara could 
capture all the scrub we encountered on this trip in a single photograph and soon 
after we were down in the valley. Only two hours of hobbling back to the car. 

Only one more hour until Fergburger.

Weekend 2:  27-29 February 2010 Mt Aspiring via North West Ridge

Party: Jaz Morris, Nina Dickerhof

The Sir William trip made my feet itch. Not from healing blisters, but from the 
desire to give the North West Ridge of Aspiring a go. Jaz felt the same. But the 
forecast wasn’t all too promising. Northwesterly front Sunday morning. Oh well, 
we just have to be back off the mountain and down in the Matuk on Saturday 

night. The same day we were to attempt the summit. A decision we would regret 
later…So there we are Thursday night driving along the gravel road to Raspberry 
Creek. We didn’t speak much. Both of us are thinking about the trip ahead. Then 
I ask: “Did you remember to bring the rope?” “Yes.” “The cooker?” “Yes.” “The 
pot?” “Oh shit!!!” Great! We are off to climb Aspiring and have no means to 
make a brew. Except Jaz’s frying pan. That’ll do. 

We plod up to Aspiring Hut. Cows are trying to defend their territory. “Probably 
the most dangerous part of climbing Aspiring”, I think. Packs are way too heavy. 
Too heavy to get up the Bevan Col Gut. Why did we take all this food? The next 
morning, we stash our pack of pasta (it won’t it into the frying pan) and the 
mightily heavy tea strainer at the Aspiring shelter, where we slept that night.
 

Going is better this morning (after the weight has been evenly distributed). We 

are cheerful and excited. We get to the head of the Matuk, where we memorise 
the location of Scott’s Bivvy. Might come in handy later. The climb up through 
the gut is slippery and our packs are cumbersome. But we make it to the top of 
the waterfall only to ind the creek bed buried under an old snow bridge not to 
be trusted. We decide to do more tricky slab climbing. It is afternoon when we 

reach Bevan Col and rope up for glacier travel. The sun is trying to melt us. It has 
already melted the glacier. It seemed to be only a thin sheet of ice.

On the other side of the Bonar we quickly say hi to a guided party and a couple 
of American climbers at Colin Todd Hut and announce that we are going to bivvy 

higher up on the Shipowner Ridge. The American climbers announce that they 
are attempting the summit the next day. The Aspiring guide decided to give it a 
miss this time due to the approaching front. Excellent. That’s reassuring. As I 
leave I noticed an array of pots underneath the kitchen bench. We pushed up the 
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ridge for about another hour before we made camp… bivvy rather… on a nice 
lat spot that even had puddles of water (thanks Jaz for carrying all the water 
from Colin Todd anyway). We found that Jaz’s frying pan does indeed it enough 
water for two little cups of tea. And bread for dinner instead of pasta wasn’t all 
too bad. After dinner we quickly inspected the buttress, before retreating to our 
sleeping bags - irst row for a sunset over the Bonar. 

The next morning saw us scrambling up the Shipowner Ridge around 4.30. We 
arrived at the top of the ridge only to ind out that it doesn’t connect with the 
North West Ridge. We felt silly and discouraged. Thanks to Jaz’s fancy head 

torch though (turned out to be an essential piece of equipment, without which 
we might never have made it), we soon spotted a way down onto the Iso Glacier, 
from where we would reach the Therma, from where we would gain access to 
the North West Ridge, from were we would climb or sidle around the buttress, 
after which we would soon reach the broad and easy summit ridge, from where 
we would climb up the last few metres up the ice cap to reach the summit. Easy. 

But irst, back to the top of the Shipowner Ridge looking down the bluffs to the 
Therma. We climbed back down the ridge and made our way to the Iso Glacier 

which was retreated from the rock leaving us to climb down into the schrund and 

back up the ice. We saw two headtorches moving uphill from Colin Todd Hut. 
Must be the American Climbers. Let’s hurry, we don’t want them to overtake!

The scramble up the ridge towards the buttress was nothing but fun and enjoyable. 
The views were magical with irst rays of sunlight hitting the Haast Range. We 
sidled around the buttress almost without noticing. We found that by creeping 
through a tunnel under a patch of snow, we could avoid a more exposed route. 
We reached the summit ridge soon after. This is where you can relax and you 
don’t even have to use your hands to move upwards. As a last hurdle before the 
summit we climbed the ice cap. I wish I hadn’t left that second tool in the car 
for weight reasons. And there it was, the windswept, tiny and icy summit. It’s 10 
am. I dared not stand up, for fear of being blown down to the Therma. I quickly 
take in the views acknowledging the presence of the Coxcomb Ridge and the 
existence of crazy people, who would climb it.

After ive minutes we found ourselves descending the ice cap again. Half way 
down I notice that one of my crampons came loose. I really wish I had taken 
that second tool now. We hurry back down retracing our steps from the morning. 
Northwesterly clouds are rolling in. What about that front? Although racing the 

________________________________________________________________

Facing page photos:

Upper: Jaz looks into the Hunter Stream from the summit of Sir William 

Peak (Nina Dickerhof). Lower: abseiling off Mt Avalanche (ND)
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front, the further descent was uneventful. We quickly stopped by at Colin Todd 
to be congratulated by the Aspiring Guide and to ind out that the American 
climbers had turned around at what they called half way to the top. Interestingly, 
we never saw their torches any further up than the Shipowner Ridge though. 

The party in the hut looked surprised when we settled up ready to leave. Although 
we were exhausted and it was another 4 h to the valley loor, we didn’t want to be 
stuck up there in a northwesterly storm though. The guide generously shared his 
knowledge of abseil anchors above the waterfall as we said goodbye. Once again 

we crossed the mash of the Bonar ice to reach Bevan Col. Further down we went 

for the snow bridge instead of the slabs to reach the top of the waterfall. From 
here it was two abseils, of which the second was completed in fading daylight, 
between us and the head of the valley. We reached Scott’s bivvy in the dark, 
where we could inally collapse - 17 h after we got up. We woke up in the middle 
of the night pleased to hear the rain conirming that we made the right decision 
to push on yesterday. And we couldn’t care less about the rain accompanying us 
the next day on our way down the valley. At Aspiring Hut we left two campers 
startled when we magically pulled out a pack of pasta and a tea strainer from 
behind their night’s shelter. 

Weekend 3: 06-07 March 2010 Mt Avalanche via West Ridge

Party: Aaron Whitehead, Danilo Hegg, Jaz Morris, Nina Dickerhof

We spend the week after Aspiring on a high, eating and recovering; and checking 
the forecast for the weekend. And it was brilliant. Would have been a perfect 
forecast for Aspiring. Ah well. We had to come up with something else. When 
Danilo suggested Mt Avalanche we didn’t have to think twice. Up the Matuk 
again? Hell yeah! We walked into Aspiring Hut Friday night to meet Aaron. This 
time the cows let us pass- they might have recognized our smell. The walk up 
French Ridge Hut was a real slog. Our bodies were tired and the packs seemed 
even heavier. But stories from last weekend and views of Mt Avalanche made it 

go quickly. 

The route up the Quarter Deck was still in good shape and we had enough time 
to climb Mt French before we descended to our campsite on the Bonar Glacier 
below the west ridge of Avalanche. For sunset we wandered to the edge of the 

Bonar to take a glimpse down the Kitchener Cirque. Walking back to our tents 
Jaz noted that there were worse campsites in the world. 

The next day held fun climbing up the slabs of the west ridge with only one pitch 
to reach the summit followed by fun abseils down the same slabs. The descent 

down French Ridge and the walk out back to Raspberry Creek, however, seemed 
longer than ever. Our thoughts were at the car park and or stomachs already in 
Wanaka, but our tired bodies were just dragged behind both. 
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“Cavalier” -  FMC Bulletin

“Kicking against the pricks!”  - Wilderness

“The boundary between old skool/new skool/primary skool has 

been blurred yet again” - Youth Tramping Monthly

OUTC YOUTH shook the establishment to its core when they burst onto the 
scene early in 2008 with their debut project “The Youth Donʼt Listen”. Their 
brand of tramp has bravely attempted to go where plenty have been before, but 
the ground theyʼve broken has been totally new for them and the world has 
enjoyed a trip down memory lane remembering when they too were cutting edge. 
While members of the group have all been involved in solo projects their success 
has skyrocketed since they began to work together. Group members are currently 
Jazzy, Gee, The Max,and Missy C.

Jazzy credits the inluence of Dr K in all his work and clothing choices. “Dr. K 
has been an inspiration to me, without his guidance, Iʼd be nowhere... or lost. 
Iʼd probably be wearing some soulless synthetic crap and Iʼd look good, normal 
even, but this is more me. Those established in the scene who have toured with 
Dr K agree that his inluence cannot be disregarded but are thankful that the 
facial hair phase has passed as some things should not be repeated.

Leader ʻGeeʼ is shy when talking about the people that have given him the skills 
to shine but becomes animated when the Freshairprince is mentioned; “I ind 
it hard to tell him how much I respect him and how much his guidance means 
to me, I donʼt know if Iʼll ever be able to tell him, I ind that I project onto him 
rather than telling him how I really feel. Heʼs awesome”

Missy C, as a recent member is still as enthusiastic as ever “I was doing my own 
stuff, touring with other groups, but I liked the Youthʼs style. Their approach 
is fresh, bordering on naivete, but thereʼs wisdom in the message that theyʼre 
pushing, though sometimes it can be hard to see.

The Max is reluctant to comment on the groupʼs rise to stardom: “ I just do what 
I do, I donʼt care what anyone else thinks, Iʼm not shackled by their boundaries. 
Thatʼs why the Youth and I work so well together” OUTC Youth are hot, up-and-
coming and happening. The world waits with bated breath for their next move; 
fresh, original and off the map.

- Staff Reporter
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Battle Hardened Mountain Goats
Josh Brinkmann

Early in the year Nck attended a forum on how to get young people involved in 

tramping. the views of OUTC members were sought. This is one of the results...

Hello Mr Plimmer. 

Here is what I hate most about the MTC [Manakau Tramping Club]:

Average age 45-50ish. This makes meeting women very hard!
Stemming from this - inclement weather can cancel the once weekly trips.

No young blood coming through except for the odd family member -making the 
girls I do meet seem kind of incestuous (similar to OUTC).

No tea or coffee at club meetings.

There are no regular weekend trips except for long weekends. Being a poor 
student with lots of free time this is no good. And it makes it harder to connect 

with the girls as we only have a day together. This can often come across as 

‘trying to get into their pants’ to soon.

No email list - however the monthly magazine is good as it details upcoming trips 
for the next few months with a brief description and leader contact details. There 
is generally an easy tramp and a medium/hard tramp every Sunday. But lacking 
in pictures of girls. Everyone can grow a grey beard except for me (including 
some of the girls). 

They are only advertised through their website and word of mouth (but as my 

mum and dad were founding members of the club and I joined when I was about 

3-4 years old this was not applicable to me) (I did like the talk given at every 
meeting which was on a tramp somewhere, or a guest speaker talking about 
pertinent tramping tips (how to look after your feet etc) which had lots of nice 
photos (but strangely no girls below the age of 40). 

What I like about the OUTC:

We get a cool hoody which will be great for picking up chicks.
Members are like minded with lots of free time, making weekend trips a regular 
occurrence.

Email list is great for swapping ideas.
Meetings 3 times a week is a great chance to organise trips and get info. Compare 
this to MTC once a month meetings without any coffee and it makes planning 
trips a lot easier!
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On Passwords
Jaz Morris

One day in the Botany Department:

Student: “Jaz, you left a botany computer logged in but Rowan was able to get 
into it and turn it off, ‘aspiring’ isn’t a very good password.”

One random committee meeting:

Someone: “What’s the password for the email list admin at the moment?”
Someone else: “I’m pretty sure it got changed to aspiring.”

Later, while editing Antics 2010:

Penzy: “Nick, what’s the password for the Antics 2010 email?”
Nick “I think it’s ‘aspiring’.”
Jaz: “Funny, I think that was the password for the Antics 2009 one too.”

________________________________________________________________

username:  antics2010@gmail.com

password: ********         Password strength: Weak

As a recent bachelor until moving to Otago, I have found the OUTC to be worth 
the investment of my time when it comes to women. There are foreign bitches 

everywhere and they are a lot easier than the battle hardened mountain goats of 

the MTC. 

Hope this helps,
Yours faithfully,

JV Brinkmann (PLTOFF)

But really the MTC was great, this is just better and younger.
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The Humble Apostrophe
Max Olsen

Dear all,

It has become apparent over the past months that knowledge of correct apostrophe 
usage is lacking in the club, in particular within the exec committee. Apostrophes 
are useful, and often essential, for purposes of disambiguation. Incorrect usage 
can lead to misunderstanding, and more importantly, incorrect usage really pisses 
me off. I mean it REALLY pisses me off.

Failing to use apostrophes where they are required, for example “Maxs shoes...”, 
is bad, (very bad). Far worse, however, is using apostrophes in situations 
where there is absolutely no need for one, for example “I don’t know how 
to use apostrophe’s correctly.” or “I should read some book’s on how to use 
apostrophe’s.” Apostrophes should NOT be used when making nouns plural.

Please ind, attached to this email, [nothing is attached to Antics 2010 - Editor]
guidelines on correct apostrophe usage. Please read it, and if you have any 
queries as to correct usage, feel free to contact me. Remember that your correct 
apostrophe usage also greatly reduces the risk of me turning into a murderous 
psychopath. Thus, by using them correctly in your emails to the list, you will be 
helping lots of innocent Dunedinites to stay alive.

Ta,

Max

P.S. If you learn to use apostrophes correctly, you’ll also get better marks for 
your essays. A lot of markers are grammar Nazis. 

ANTICS 2010 CHALLENGE:

CAN YOU SPOT THE MISSING APOSTROPHE IN THE 

FOLLOWING POEM BY P. DINSDALE? 

EMAIL ALL ANSWERS TO MAX AT papatowai@gmail.com 

AND YOU’LL RECEIVE A FREE STEAK KNIFE!
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The Falls Creek That Wasn’t
Penzy Dinsdale

Fun times in Fiordland were had by all,
Sleeping under the stars with our packs all full.
Unexpectedly Falls Creek was epic,
Slip after slip it was a bit hectic.
So we turned around and headed down,
Which made Penzy frown.

But it’s ok because we found snow,
Onwards and upwards to Gertrude Saddle we go.
For once it’s not raining and the view is superb,
It quiet around as waterfalls are seldom to be heard.

Up on the top we hummed and haa’d,
But sleeping on top was eventually barred.
So down again down again in the late evening light,
And back to a campsite where there’s a possum to ight.
Cleo’s dessert of apricot crumble,
Was so delicious we didn’t dare grumble.

Next morning late, it was back in the car,
Man on this trip we drove rather far!
To Milford we went,
And some more petrol money was spent.
The scene was amazing,
And cannot be described in such awkward phrasing.
The chasms a must see,
When next you there be.
Then inally a tramp, up to Lake Marian,
Something for Penzy to enjoy in this plan!
After a lunch and a swim, a sun drying of gear
There was plenty of chocolate left to share.
By then it was late and time to head home,
Being Mothers Day also, we had to chat on the phone.
Back to Dunedin it was at sad last,
And truth be told I think we all had a blast!
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If You Thought North Col Was a Disaster…
Jaz Morris

Party: Danilo Hegg, Nina Dickerhof, Jaz Morris

Easter 2009 involved a trip to the edge of the Olivine Wilderness, whereupon our 
party was rendered tent bound for several days in atrocious weather (see Ordeal 
on North Col in Antics 2009). For 2010, we decided to repeat the experience. 
We had an ambitious plan for four days; bush-bash up the McBride Burn gorge, 
traverse the unnamed ice-plateau at its head, follow the ice to the Merkyl Glacier 
and descend to the Beans Burn, which we would follow out to the Dart.

Problems started early. In attempting to bike back to Chinaman’s Bluff from 
Lake Sylvan, where he had left the car, Danilo was annoyed to discover that the 
bike I’ve owned since I was 13 was too small for his 6’4 frame. Biking into a gale 
NW wind and driving rain with his knees hitting the handlebars took him some 

time, and it was mid-afternoon by the time we set off for Daley’s Flat Hut. Nina 
and I had been getting rather worried. Packs were enormous, festooned with full 
climbing gear and camping gear – and all were grateful when we were able to get 
out of the rain and into a warm hut. 

The Dart was still somewhat in lood the next morning, so we crossed the bridge 
upstream from the hut and began a rather unpleasant grovel down the true right 
of the river. Crossing the Dredge Burn was somewhat dodgy but once over it we 

were on easier ground - broad river lats as opposed to tangled, dripping forest. 
Being a pussy, I’m often inclined when faced with a heinous gorge-grovel to 
develop bush lassitude, and Nina and Danilo had to work hard to convince me to 
enter the bush above the McBride Burn to commence the suffering. 

The bush was initially easy, with good deer trails leading up to a large overgrown 
boulderield where the issues began. House-sized rocks form a maze through 
the bush, with numerous bivvy rocks and crags suitable for climbing, if only 
you could ind water. From here we began sidling into the gorge, which was 
straightforward until we hit a wall of ribbonwood and shield fern, which resulted 
in much pain and profanity. This was the irst time Nina and I had heard Danilo 
swear.

Sadly, jokes could distract us from the grovelling but could not make the terrain 
any easier. We crossed the Burn at a point where it goes subterranean and 
followed the true right, which was marginally better. After 6 hours in the gorge, 
we emerged from the bush at the head of the Burn, surrounded by enormous 
cliffs and waterfalls. It was a remote and wild place, with no signs of any 
previous visits. Nina and I were happy to camp by the river but Danilo wisely 
made us keep going. We’d soon dispatched several hundred vertical metres of 
steep tussock but had forgotten to ill our waterbottles. There were no lat areas 
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and no tarns for water, so in the end we pitched the tent on top of some enormous 
tussocks and several rocks. There was a 10 minute walk for water. It wasn’t an 

easy place to camp. At least the weather had been nice.

The next morning was meant to dawn ine, but it didn’t, and we set off anyway. 
After half an hour we reached the ice plateau, which was an awesome expanse of 
blue-grey ice, which faded into the clouds that masked the route ahead. A large 
melt-lake (not on the map) right where we wanted to gain the ice forced us to 
follow the edge of the plateau on ledges, which gave us a view of an enormous 
400m high waterfall which fell back to the valley below. Once on the ice, we 
roped up and negotiated a maze of small crevasse, which forced a winding route 
back and forth.

Anyway, we reached the head of the Plateau in total whiteout and tried to follow 
the ridge crest towards the Merkl Glacier. As it was bluffed, we were forced to 
backtrack and sidle on steep ice above the Dredge Burn (I assume that’s where we 
were) towards Mallory Peak. We paused about midday to put on all our clothes 
– it was really pissing with rain now. There was no question about stopping for 
lunch. At the col between Irvine and Mallory Peaks we decided there was no way 

we wanted to abseil down bluffs with no idea where we were going. Instead, we 
sidled on the north side of Irvine above the Forgotten River (not that we could 

see it). This route was extremely exposed and unpleasant, and we were all getting 
cold by the time we reached the ridge west of Irvine. The map shows continuous 
gentle snow to the ridge – not anymore. It’s a 100m cliff. We were cold, tired 
and hungry, and now we were really fucked. After weighing up options, which 
included backtracking two days down the gorge, descending to the Forgotten or 
abseiling at least three doubled rope-lengths into the void, we chose to abseil. 

Nina and Danilo descend the Merkl glacier shortly after

‘humping the rock.’ (Jaz Morris)
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Abseiling was hell. We found an ok boulder to put a sling around, and Danilo 
led off. It was going well until an enormous rock on top of the boulder began to 
move, threatening to kill Danilo. So Nina and I spent about 20 minutes waiting 
for Danilo, holding back the rock, which eventually we were able to pull off 
and send down the other side to the Forgotten. We both followed Danilo and 

found he hadn’t been able to ind anywhere for a sling, or a piton, or anything. 
SHIT. Luckily, Nina was able to solo a small but enormously exposed bluff to 
ind an anchor point, and waited while I led the second abseil. About 5m before 
the rope ran out I found a bomber piton spot (dong, dong, ding, ding, diing, 
ping piiing, piiing piiiing!). This was incredibly relieving, as from here we could 
certainly get down onto the snow below. Well, we could get about 10m into the 
bergschrund of the glacier. Someone would still have to lead a steep ice-climbing 
pitch to get out of it… Anyway, Danilo and Nina came down and found a sling 

spot to save the piton, so I led the last abseil. This one involved a long traverse 
followed by an unpleasant section hooking the rope around a gendarme (so one 
wouldn’t pendulum), which necessitated “humping the rock”. I found a weak 
snowbridge across the schrund and put a good ice-screw in the ice for protection 
before letting Nina and Danilo hump the rock. It was only 5m out of the schrund 
from here, which was easy enough. Fortunately Danilo clipped into the screw, as 
I believe he put his foot through the snowbridge once or twice. 

With adrenaline and fear still pumping, we downclimbed the steep Merkl neve 
and were relieved to see the sun coming through the clouds – the weather was 
clearing! A very disorienting view of the Beans Burn unfolded as we reached 

easier ground, all the time getting better and better views of Tutoko, a white 
rainbow (cloudbow?) and into infamous Sunset Creek. As the sun set, we reached 

Mt Madeline and Tutoko from Sunset Creek. (Jaz Morris)
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a good campsite on the main divide and had a well deserved dinner. The weather 
cleared and looked beautiful. The next day’s forecast was good too. However, 
having learnt a lesson from last year, I reinforced the tent with a thousand rocks 
before we went to sleep. We thought the trials were over.

The trials weren’t over. We woke up with the tent being buffeted by gale winds 
(thank god for the rocks). I poked my head outside and couldn’t believe it – 
everything was white and frozen. Everything, including the tent, was stiff with 
ice and rime. Having skipped lunch the day before, today we skipped breakfast, 
putting ALL our still-soaked clothes on before heading out into the storm. After 
stufing the frozen tent into my pack we headed blindly along the divide towards 
Brenda Peak, where we could descend to the valley below. Mercifully we found 
a huge rock that got us out of the wind, where we could poo and eat chocolate 
and panforte in relative shelter. Another hour or so in the wind and we began the 
steep scree descent to the Beans Burn. We were soon out of the wind and cloud, 
and inally we thought the work was done. This relief lasted all of ive minutes, 
before Danilo reminded us we had to reach Lake Sylvan that evening. He had 

work the next day, a robin translocation he had organised (and obviously HAD 
to attend). 

A couple of hours later we were having lunch in the sun, despite being able to 
see the ilthy clouds still freezing Brenda Peak above us. At 2pm we reached the 
upper Beans Burn Rock Bivvy, from where Nina recalled it was about 7 hours to 
the car. 7 hours of jogging later, we reached the Dart (not the car). It was dark, 
and we couldn’t ind a crossing, so Danilo resigned himself to being ired from 
work, and we put the shelter up. The Beans Burn was really lovely, and it was a 
shame I only saw it in a blur.

Next morning we crossed the Burn and began the walk down the Dart. In previous 
years, one could amble down easy river lats, but the river had cut against the 
bush, requiring a heinous bush grovel (which I was NOT in the mood for). Nina 
noted it was convenient we had a spare breakfast and lunch for today. Five hours 
later, blistered, sore and completely exhausted from the whole debacle we got 
to Lake Sylvan (7 + 5 = 12 hours from the rock bivvy, Nina) and Danilo called 
work (who were pretty grumpy with him). Luckily he didn’t get sacked, but we 
still had to get on the road so he could go to work when we got back. Poor guy. 

Max rang and asked if I wanted to wait at Lake Sylvan and go up Somnus with 
him. I said no.

________________________________________________________________

Jaz, at Homer Hut: “Ah, I’m off to the dunny, I need to see a man about a dog.”
Danilo, 5 minutes later: “Ok, I also need to check out the dog.”
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________________________________________________________________

Facing page photos: 

Upper: The OUTC Scarie team, TWALK student category winners! 
(Penzy Dinsdale). Lower: In the snow at Flock Hill (PD).

Are You a Penzicle?
Transcript of a late night tramping club drunken phone call.

Message received from Nick Plimmer on Sunday 29th of May at 12:10 am

[Nick] Hey Penzy. How’s it going? Hope you’re having lots of fun at TWALK. 
Um, Claire’s got a message for you.

[Joe] We love you

[Claire] Hey Penzy, you’re all cold and miserable right now, but we’re going to 
the Bog to listen to the bushball band.

[Max] But you’re probably in the bog too!

[All] laughter

[Claire] Here’s Rowan.

[Rowan] Hi Penzy, are you feeling like a Penzicle right now? Because it’s 
probably pretty bloody cold where you are. We’re quite happy here actually.

[Max] Hi Penzy, Max here. You are probably in one sort of Bog and we’re in 
another sort of Bog. Have fun. Bye.
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The Silverpeaks: Retrospective Fun and How To Have It
Josh Brinkmann

Trip members: Josh Brinkmann, Olesya Whitwell, Joe Vincent, Erin Spillane, 
Sam Williamson, Erika Coombs

The advertising email read as follows:

Hear ye, Hear ye.

I will be leading a trip into the Silverpeaks this weekend. The plan is to head 

in Saturday and be on the track by 9. It’ll be a casual stroll into the vicinity of 

Jubilee hut to set up camp for the night.

On Sunday we’ll head out via ABC cave and yellow hut.

There will be a bit of bush bashing, off track nav and plenty of hilarity and 

nonsense. A working knowledge of Monty Python is preferred but not essential.

Cost will be $15 per person (BYO bevvies) and there is room for 5 more lucky 

participants.

To increase your chances of getting on this particular trip, email me back and 

selection will be inluenced by your favourite Monty Python quote, or attached 
photo.

That is all.

Note the ‘casual stroll’ and a ‘bit of bushing.’ What actually transpired couldn’t 
be further from the truth.

Saturday morning we all met at my lat, distributed the copious amount of food 
amongst the group and headed north to the Silverpeaks. A location so close we 
should be back home on Sunday in time for tea.

We were blessed with unnaturally ine weather and lovely views as we ambled 
along the ridges. It was Olesya and Sam’s and my irst time in the peaks so 
we were pretty pleased. At one point in the conversation I was describing 
‘retrospective fun’ to our innocent party. A term generally used to describe a trip 
that at the time you don’t enjoy. Maybe because it’s hard/wet/cold/dangerous/all 
of the above. But when you get home and think about it, the trip didn’t seem so 
bad after all. Fun in fact! Hence the term, retrospective fun. Little did we know 
how much of it we were about to have over the next day or so.

After a bit of silliness and elevensies at Pulpit rock, we stopped on another 
suitable bit of rock further along for lunch. Joe had joined us by this time after 

following our progress through the scope for the last 10mins. 
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Then the off track began, following the left hand ridge to drop down into Jubilee 
hut. Joe decided to follow the devils staircase, stalking shadows and animal-like 
noises.  This was our irst introduction to ‘a bit of bush bashing.’ The Matagouri 
and scrubby shit quickly became as large as us and it turns out that the bush 

bashes back. The bush also employed hidden holes in an attempt to slow our 
progress. They were very effective! The character building begun in earnest 
as what should not have taken us very long, quickly turned into an arduous 
task. There was much grunting, swearing, laughing and falling over during the 
conquest of this particular hillside, but eventually we popped out onto a ridge in 
sight of the hut. But then the cloud rolled in and obscured our view. We waited 

for a bit for the cloud to clear and quickly chose a path devoid of bluffs to take 
us down to Jubilee hut.

We set up our Hilton accommodation for the night at the campsite down by the 
stream. The next task was to gather irewood, a task which everyone took to with 
great enthusiasm and gusto; systematically ripping down the bush. A kind of 
stress relief/revenge for what the bush had inlicted on us earlier on in the day.

Following dinner came the full bellies and time for desert! It wasn’t bad – banana 
splits with chocolate and marshmallows roasted in the ire. There were mixed 
reactions however, Josh:”There’s still pudding to come after this!” Olesya: “Oh 
fuck!”

We igured there was no point saving the irewood we’d collected so set about 
burning the lot!!! Preferably all at once! The key to any good ire (and to satisfy 
the pyromaniacs present) was to stoke it up! The only thing lacking were 
explosives. No matter. Whilst the ire was burning away we took turns writing 
things with ire sticks and a slow shutter speed. The theme of the night tended 
towards spirals and penises.

The wood was gone, the ire burned low and sleep was calling to recover from 
the day that was.  It turns out that was just our apprenticeship in preparation for 
the following day. Score at end of day one: Bush 1 – OUTC 1.

Sunday started off extremely casually but a bit nippy. An initial steep uphill slog 
into the fog ixed that and soon warmed everyone up. Until we stopped to catch 
our breath and we all cooled down again. This process was repeated until we 
were just below the ridge. From this point it was only another 1500m or so along 
to ABC cave. Should be there by lunch time!

After much exertion through very persistent scrub and a bit of slide down off the 
ridge to a lower level we found the cave!!! It was perfect timing as it was almost 
12 o’clock and we had neglected to have elevensies due to less than clement 

weather. ABC cave was a pretty sweet spot – it was out of the weather, dry and 
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had spots for candles! It also allowed us to observe the nature of the surrounding 
fog. We determined it was tidal due to the way it rolled in and out. Lunch wasn’t 

too silly but the title of the cave just begged a photo! Anything but clothes! Pure 
gold! This photo illed the quota of silliness for that period to keep the required 
balance.

Up onto the ridge was the way to go, but that was also up into the fog. No matter 
as we knew where we were. After a bit of wandering and enjoying the imagined 

views hidden by the fog we decided to double check our location. Since the 

fog rolled in it had became apparent that without an exact initial location to go 
from, accurate navigation was more dificult than inding your way around the 
archway building. The outcome was we needed to shoot down across the valley 

and up onto the ridge just out view behind the fog to intersect the track. Fairly 
straight forward. It was much fun slipping, sliding, falling, cursing, struggling 
and laughing through the thick, scratchy shitty scrub. 

We had a brief respite at the bottom but then it was straight back up the other 
side through similar scrub, fun times. “The track should be just up here” was the 
familiar call for a while but it never materialized. Nevertheless the faithful party 
bravely followed. After carrying on like this for an hour or so we inally igured 
out where we were. To our frustration we were a fair way away from any track 

but on the lip side, the fog had cleared!!! The decision was made to head down 
the spur onto the valley loor where the bush ‘looked a bit thinner and easier 
going.’ From there we would follow the stream back to the hut where we were 

only a mere 7 hours earlier. 

More shitty, thick scrub hindered our progress rather eficiently meaning that 
there was no way we were going to make it back to jubilee hut before dark. The 

Joe and Josh at ABC Cave, (Josh Brinkmann).
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novelty off bush bashing and looking for a track had well and truly worn off 

by this stage. However as kiwis, we tend to have an innate ability to laugh at 
ourselves. Erika, however, did not seem to possess this quality and did not ind 
the whole thing so amusing. The inevitable inally happened and we were forced 
to drop into the stream. Joe took this literally and stumbled off a bluff. This was 
not as funny (at the time) as it sounds. Luckily Nick’s rile, which Joe had been 
carrying around aimlessly, took the brunt of the fall and he was ok. 

The bush also swallowed up his head lamp as retribution for us OUTCers making 
new tracks for the better part of the day. If people in our party were feeling a bit 
sleepy, the icy cold waters soon woke them up. Navigation in the dark with 3 
torches for 6 people is less than ideal. Thank goodness it only took us an hour 
and a half of stream crashing to inally reach the campsite then up to the hut! By 
this stage everyone was thoroughly cold and jubilee hut took on the appearance 
of a 5 star hotel!!!

It’s amazing what a hot cuppa and dry clothes does for morale – more so than 
my bed time stories read from the 2007 Antics. Sleep this time came much easier 
than the night before, but the 5am start came all too soon. Score at end of day 
two: Bush 2 – OUTC 1.

The walk out on Monday morning was fairly uneventful and mainly conined to 
the track. The highlight was deinitely the beautiful sunrise over Blueskin Bay. 
It kinda made the misadventures of the day before all worth it. Copious amounts 
of retrospective fun made the beer at the end of the trip taste even more glorious 
than usual!!! We’ll call the inal score between the bush and OUTC a draw. 

Some quotes to come out of the trip:
Josh (after bashing up the side of a ridge to be confronted with impassable rocks): 
“This isn’t Narnia.”

Sam: “Heaven is like 3 ply toilet paper. It’s akin to wiping your bum with a 
cloud.”

Erika: “My face is on ire”
Olesya (a few minutes later): “No it’s not.”

Olesya to Josh: “I turn my back for 2 seconds and you’re naked!”

Sam (After 7 hours of hard bush bashing and stream crashing, arriving at the hut 
wet, cold and tired): “That was actually the best day of my life!”
Olesya: “I think I’m blowing too much.”

Erika (Sunday morning): “Is there going to be much bush bashing?”
Josh: “Na, it’s 95% on track today”
Sam: “The fog seems to be clearing up a bit now.”
Joe: “Yeah it rolls in and out.”

Josh: “Must be tidal fog.....”

Joe: “We thought we knew where we were 80% of the time and knew where we 
were the other 20% of the time.”
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Drinking and Voting - How to Start an Email War
Rowan Hindmarsh-Walls

If you drink and drive, you’re a bloody idiot.
If you drink and dont [sic] vote in the OUSA elections, you’re also a bloody 
idiot.

If you drink, are in the tramping club, and dont [sic] vote in the OUSA elections, 
you’re a bloody idiot.

If you dont [sic] drink you are missing out!
If you aren’t kiwi you probably wont [sic] understand what Im [sic] on about.
 

Rowan

And later, after a lengthy email debate involving various unfounded allegations 

and clever use of the word “lecherous,” came the following explanation from 

Rowan...

To clarify

 

1) The Kiwi understanding part was refering [sic] to the governments [sic]  drink 
driving ad campagins [sic] (People from overseas may not have seen the ads, 
from which my email was based)

 2) I dont [sic] need to get drunk to pick up girls, I seem to manage ine without 
alcohol, and as I am in a very happy relationship at the moment I dont [sic] need 
to to [sic]  anyway.
 3) If you have never drunk alcohol in your life then you are ‘missing out’ on the 

experince. [sic] I am not endorsing New Zealands [sic] binge drinking culture, I 
think its [sic] crap!
Maybe people dont [sic] understand my humour.

Cheers,
Rowan

________________________________________________________________

Facing page photo: 

After a 3 hour battle with pitons and dodgy rock, Max summits the highest 

rock on the Rock and Pillar Range (Jaz Morris).
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Small Town Haiku
 

Arrowtown (Matt Dodd)

Lazy smoke layer

Leaf swirling in the Arrow

Too many fudge shops.
 

Cromwell (Chris Barker)

Apple groves die, grapes grow
Crom-vegas bogans drive 

to nowhere

Hard, inedible fruit.
 

Dunedin (Alexis Belton)

Drive from sunshine

To rainclouds bustin’ their pants;
OUTC rants.
 

Dunedin (Jaz Morris)

‘It’s alright here,’ but
Not when it’s cold, grey and wet
Which is all the time.

 

Duntroon (Alexis Belton)

The Fossil museum

Sells overpriced coke;
Soothes aching muscles.

 

Gore (Jaz Morris)

Can’t take it no more,
Life in Gore is such a bore,
I need me a whore.

 

Haast (Clemens Adolphs)

Bunch of highwaymen!

Expensive fuel, but no chains.
Got trapped in the snow.
 

Haast (Kelvin Lloyd)

Haast garage closed 

Stephen bitter, pie-less pub
Flotsam rope towed car.
 

Hokitika (Jono Sutton)

Hokitika sun 

In winter you see Mount Cook

From the chippie’s door.
 

Invercargill (Jaz Morris)

Goes for fucking miles

Just dairy farms and bogans

Bugger all to do.

Milton (Jaz Morris)

A stench of coal smoke

The gene pool needs some chlorine
Fucking keep driving!
 

Milton (Tim Muller)

Kinked main thoroughfare
Please get a theodolite

Too many four squares.

Mossburn (Tim Muller)

Guy with sweet mullet

Runs on AA batteries

Gateway to Grant’s Knob.
 

Ohau Village (Max Olsen)

Stayed in the hay barn.

Rudely woken at seven.

Farmers are arseholes.

Otematata (Max Olsen)

Why would you stop there?
There’s twenty-four hour petrol.
It’s the sole reason.

 

Ranfurly (Matt Dodd)

Terrible draught beer

Unnecessary road loop
Take the bypass road?
 

Waihola (Tim Bishop)

Windy muddy shore

Quick stop for ish on the way
One cemetery.
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‘To The Tops’
Emma Richardson

Two tried in The South for a tramp to go
But the lakes and powder came so low
We looked to the tops and said irmly 
“No”,
Yet Sarah ploughed on through the snow

Towards the bushline and out of the 

Beech

Where we stopped for a handful of 
scroggin each,
Admiring peaks well out of reach
And hearing the raucous keas screech.

We looked back down on Monowai

While drinking there and eating kai

And taking photos by and by
So very near the darkened sky.

The wind so sharp, was howling strong
And spin-drift lying far and long,
Warm huts seemed right and tops seemed 
wrong

So down we went, well led by Tiong.

Back at the hut the ire got going
With plenty of wood and not much 
blowing,
There’s something to be said for 

knowing

How to get the embers glowing.

Now the girls put their feet up, feeling 
sore,
When there came a knocking at the door

It was a giant, six-foot four,
Who’d just brought his jetboat there 

ashore.

“How ya doin’” he said

“I’ve come for a bed,
I’ve come to rest me weary head

And get the boy all dry and fed”.

But seeing on the deck our poons
This man thought we’d been trapping 
coons,
We assured him we were just some 

loons

Who tramped Fiordland in monsoons.

“But now I sees that yous are here

I think I’ll go and keep well clear,
You tramping folks are pretty queer
And plus your smoke will spook the 
deer”.

So off he went into the rain

To sleep on the boat with his young 
boy, Shane,
Who thought it was all a bit of a pain
And would never go back to Fiordland 

again.

While Sarah and I spent a comfortable 
night

Reading our books by candlelight

And dreaming in bunks of snowlakes 
white,
Falling up there on the mountain 
height.

Next day we wandered down the track
Avoiding the mud and swamps so 
black

And stopping sometimes for a snack,
We knew that we’d be coming back!

________________________________________________________________

Facing page photo: 

Vosseler (‘peak’) in the Tararuas, Christmas Eve 2010. (Jaz Morris)
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French Ridge
Sarah Tiong

Will Ficken, Sammy Allen & Sarah Tiong
 

Plans kept changing. From Sefton Biv to Takitimus to French Ridge. Yea, French 
Ridge! Weather over the weekend was not looking great but it was wrong not to 

get out and make the most of the inal weekend of autumn. 
 

So there I was in my car, driving two American exchange students I had never 
met (ok, I met Will once for 15mins to talk about trip plans), driving to Hawea 
on a Friday evening. Conversation lowed around college (American term for 
university) and American food and way words are pronounced. We arrived at a 
bach in Hawea I had access to and the guys crashed on the lounge loor while I 
cooked up some instant noodles which had expired half a year ago.
 

Instant noodles cannot possibly go bad, so one thinks. I was wrong. At 4 in the 
morning, I was having real bad stomach cramps. Somehow I made it through 
another hour before it all came out. This probably isn’t the best place to be 
talking about gastro problems, but hey, they affect tramps – but I was not going 
to let this one stop me!
 

Mt Avalanche from French Ridge (Jaz Morris).
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The West Matukituki valley was looking beautiful with its dusting of late autumn 

snow on the tops. Sammy and Will powered up the ridge and I blamed my early 
morning episode for my slowness. It started snowing heavily when we got to 
the bushline. Visibility was no more than 20m, my pack was heavy for some 
unknown reason and the ridge seemed to go on forever – self pity started to kick 
in and I was about to just sit in the snow and eat a muesli bar to cheer myself up, 
when Sammy yelled out those four magic words: “I see the hut!”.

 

Trudging through the snow, we entered the hut to ind two other trampers. Other 
company was good but I was exhausted, wet and really cold. What warmed me 
up was not Sammy’s spare pair of woolen socks, but hearing the excited voices 
of the boys as they ran back outside after dropping their packs to make snow 
angels and a snow monster which unfortunately was not given a cool name like 

Hairy or Wilfred or the like.

 

I had to swallow my claims about the wide availability of NZ tramping water as 
the hut’s supply had frozen over. Will had carried up 2L of water and refused to 
share after I mocked him earlier in the day about trucking it up. A glass container 
of spaghetti sauce appeared from a pack and tea was cooked and eaten with 
delight.

 

Early the next morning, Will and Sammy cramponed up for a wander up to the 
glacier while I decided to catch up on a bit of needed sleep. At eight o’clock, they 
trooped back into the hut claiming that watching the sunrise over Aspiring was 
the best thing they had ever done in NZ. 
 

Going back down French Ridge proved to be a much easier affair, especially as 
the day cleared up. Going down the ridge could have also cost the OUTC a small 
fortune as Sammy left his ice axe behind while stopping to take off a layer and 
my crampons fell off my pack as they were not secured properly. Thankfully we 
noticed the items amiss early on and retraced our footsteps to retrieve them.
 

Walking back down the valley was pleasant and could have been faster if we had 
not stopped to take photos every half hour. Leon’s bridge was standing strong 
– a suitable tribute to the young man who lived and breathed mountains. Other 
climbing stories were recounted and Sammy brilliantly narrated Touching the 

Void which Will and I had never heard of before.  

 

Just before reaching the car, I took a dip in the West Matukituki river. This has 
somewhat become a tradition for me on tramping trips. The American boys 
politely declined the chance to be exhilarated by cold water. 
 

I wonder if Will and Sammy will be reading this in America. Hopefully this will 
tinker a memory or two. Thanks guys for the good trip!
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To Martins Bay and Back in Four Days
Jaz Morris

It was Sunday evening and we’d just got out of a rather boring trip to the Takitimus. 
Although it was late June and the days were at their shortest, Max and I were on 
our semester break and the forecast was good - why not keep tramping?

After stocking up on beer and other essentials at Fresh Choice Te Anau we 
charged up the Eglinton in the infamous ‘Beast’ (RIP). Winter temperatures had 
arrived in the Darrans even if the snow hadn’t - so it was a matter of avoiding 

black ice at the Divide before turning off to the Hollyford. 

We’d decided to blitz the Hollyford track to Martins Bay and back in the four 

days we had free. It’s supposed to take 8 days and be reasonably strenous, with 
a notorious section known as the ‘Demon Trail’ supposedly giving ankles a run 
for their money. In spite of this we donned sneakers and replaced the weight of 
tents and sleeping mats in our empty packs with a healthy supply of beer and not 
very lightweight food.

By 8.30pm we’d arrived at the roadend and left the car strategically blocking the 
longdrop in an attempt to deter others from venturing into what was now OUR 
valley. With light shoes and two gimp sticks apiece we dominated the track to 
Hidden Falls hut in 1.5 hours and enjoyed a comfortable hut to ourselves. Waking 

at 6am we set off in the dark and watched sunrise over Tutoko at Little Homer 

Saddle. By 9am we were at the Alabaster turnoff and passed the ‘Experienced 
trampers only (etc)’ sign at the Pyke bridge. 

After a few hours we reached the designated lunch spot at Demon Trail Hut. After 
a brew and a feed we stashed beer and food for the return trip and power-walked 
the Demon Trail to reach Hokuri Hut just in time to watch a lovely sunset. We 

happily drank our beer and ate tea as fading light iltered through the large rimus 
that surround the tree-house hut.

The alarm went off well before dawn on our designated rest day. Before resting 

we had to walk to Martin’s Bay hut, which was no big deal and allowed plenty 
of time to explore the houses that are all that remains of the failed Jamestown 
settlement. We were tempted to borrow a kayak but were deterred by a nasty 
looking alarm/electric shock (unknown) wiring system which prevented the 
boat’s theft. We set off still land-bound with Lake McKerrow especially beautiful 
in the dawn light.

We reached the hut at about 10.30 and had a brew before we began our rest. We’d 

calculated that the 1/3 day required to reach the hut would allow 2/3 of a day at 
the beach. Although the hut remained in frost all day, in the sun we were wearing 
shorts and a t-shirt as we explored the coastline around the hut. A pair of trampers 
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who’d come from Big Bay passed us and carried on to Hokuri.

Sandstone boulders in the surf provided an excellent setting for some remote 
bouldering and various small cliffs made for good coasteering as we made our 

way to Long Reef point. The views of Tutoko and Pembroke were excellent. An 
8-point stag which hadn’t yet cast his antlers watched from a high vantage point 
as we reached the seal colony at the point. Numerous baby seals and penguins 
were stalked and photographed while further remote boulders were sent in routes 
of various grades. After several delightful hours in the winter sun we returned to 

the hut for more beer and a large dinner. Not a bad day.

Before dawn came the familiar alarm. As light reached the distant Darrans we’d 

already made it to the private village operated by the Hollyford guided walk/
jetboat outit. We rummaged around the place a bit, and despite the fact it was 
8am Max happily polished off some scotch we found in the dual-use meat safe 
and porn room.

Shortly after passing Hokuri Hut we overtook the other trampers who’d left early 
that morning. We got to Demon Trail hut in the mid afternoon and contemplated 
pushing on to McKerrow Island hut before deciding to have a beer and a swim 
in the frigid lake. Max began fantasising about the possible (if unlikely) arrival 
of a hypothetical pair of attractive Swedish sisters to keep him company. Sadly 
it was only the other trampers who turned up, thankfully determined to press on 
to Alabaster Hut. If we couldn’t have Swedish girls at least we’d have the hut to 

ourselves.

We set off again the next day well before dawn, determined to reach the roadend 
by early afternoon and so reach Dunedin by dinnertime. With the ine spell 
having broken, it was raining somewhat and we were able to maintan a higher 
pace without overheating. Before Little Homer Saddle we again overtook the 
other party, despite having already walked a hut-length before them. At around 
2.30 we reached the car after having covered the full 35 km in a bit over 6 hours. 

Uncharacteristically the ‘Beast’ started irst time and we were back in town for 
tea. A very good trip.

Track times: (Doc times in brackets)

Road-end: Hidden Falls Hut: 1.5 hours (2-3)

HFH - Hokuri Hut: 9 hours (12-15)

HH - Martins Bay: 3 hours (4-5)
MB - Demon Trail Hut: 6 hours (9-11)

DTH - Road-end: 6.5 hours (10-12)

The moral of the story: four days is all you need to have a day at the beach in 

Fiordland, even if it’s over 50 km from the road.
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A Pun-tastic Trip
Cleo Davie-Martin (with input from the rest of the Red Hut Group)

For those of you who haven’t had the pleasure of meeting Tom McKellar, you 
do not know what you are missing out on! This guy knows a thing or two about 

puns!!! In fact, he seems to be quite the expert…

Having been on a couple of trips with Tom, I feel like I (and many other trip 
members, I am sure) now have an excellent grasp on puns - of varying degrees 
of complexity and hilarity! Some times, it is the little things on a trip (like the 
slightly lame, re-occurring, but occasionally hilarious puns) that make it just that 
little bit more enjoyable and memorable. So, the group of us who stayed at (and 
walked out from) Red Hut in a semi-blizzard, decided to keep a record of some 
of the delightful puns Tom bestowed upon us that weekend (plus a few others 
from the previous trip to icy Canyon Creek) – in Tom’s week, Sunday is ‘pun-
day’ after all!!! 

- As Tom was discussing whether or not the squashed bread would still be edible 

or not… “It will be IN-BREAD-IBLE!!!”
- As we crossed a stream in the snow… “That was EX-STREAM-LY cold!!!”
- Discussing the strength of the wind… “If this wind picks up, the trip won’t be 
a BREEZE!!!”
- Now this one took me a while… “This trip was a walk in the PARK!!!” (National 
Park)

- As we gaze at the completely frozen waterfall… “That’s an ICE picture!!!”
Tom pointing at a funny shaped rock… “That ROCKS!!!”
- At his disappointment in inding that he had stuck his ice axe in the snow 
crookedly… “I should have PICKED up on that” and how “that was AXE-
DENTAL!!!”
- As it starts snowing in the morning... “That’s SNOW good!!!”

- And last, but deinitely not least... As Adam was attempting his irst ever Tim-
Tam Slam (for those of you who don’t know what a Tim Tam slam is – you are 
seriously missing out), he accidentally dropped the whole biscuit in his hot drink 
to which Tom stated… “It’s a TIM-TAM SLAM DUNK!!!”

So Tom, even though you may never speak to me again after this goes to print, 
thanks (from everyone in the Red Hut group) for making the trip a memorable 
one. We will stop embarrassing you now!

P.S. Thanks to the rest of the Red Hut group for helping keep a pun record/ 
perhaps making up a few extra to bulk up this article…
________________________________________________________________

Facing page photo: 

Max remote bouldering at Martins Bay. (Jaz Morris)
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Annual Dinner Awards 2012

Tramper of the Year 

- Tom McKeller (Winner)
- Max Olsen 
- Nick Plimmer: For forgetting his boots for the annual Fiordland trip.
- Nina Dickerhof: 30 trips so far this year. Tramping despite chronic foot pain 
on every trip. Getting publishable PhD data every Monday despite often getting 
back at 3 or 4am.

The Rob Daly good bugger 

- Josh Brinkmann: For putting up with ill treatment by a sea-lion while trying to 
be nice to it by giving it quick pat on the back. (Winner)
- Penzy Dinsdale: For working as treasurer and keeping out of committee 
catights.

Driving award

- Tim Bright: Getting van stuck on the lawn in the Catlins. (Winner)

- Penzy Dinsdale: For making almost every passenger she has driven, car sick. 
(Close second) [ed. Joe is soft] 
- Joe Vincent: For hitting an old fence post while doing donuts in a Catlins 
carpark.
- Max Olsen: $3000 of work on the beast. Drive shaft snapped, ploughing up 
Roxburgh-Alexandra highway at 90km/h. Drove it to Carey’s Hut in water up 
to the bonnet (followed by hundreds of dollars work repairing water damage). 
12 hours to drive from Homer Tunnel with blown head gasket. Home engine 

swap: “those wires are meant to go somewhere” (Pit Stop mechanic when he 
saw it). Needed co-driver at all times to wipe windscreen and operate various 
electronics. Screaming noise whenever it starts. Choke operated with piece of 
string. Formerly had adjustable suspension for off-roading. Left parked blocking 
long-drop before Martin’s Bay trip. Sold to some internationals. Now sitting in 
Chch with a fucked differential.

- Peter Wilson: For owning a car that does not get into 5th gear, sustained loss of 
traction on the Awakino road most weekends. Got a WOF from a dodgy garage. 

Quote “this is a reliable car” followed by slipping out of ifth into neutral with 
grinding sound at 110km/h.

Monica Lewinsky  for scoring the President 

- Anna Harris (Winner, not contested)

Gear freak 

- Peter Wilson: Skis missing most of the edges. (Winner)

- George O’Sullivan: For climbing Madeline, Huxley, Sefton etc and doing 
numerous other trips without any of his own climbing gear - he had club gear out 
for about 6 months.
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Peter Wilson lashing red bike light of navigation 
- Josh Brinkmann and Joe Vincent’s Silverpeaks trip (Winner, not contested)

Quote of the year 

- Max Olsen: “Suckers” Just after he sold the Beast. 10 minutes later they were 
back asking how to start it. He gave them a 2-day guarantee. (Winner)

- Penzy Dinsdale: “I was not trying to put in some spade work, I was just being 
nice!!” when people questioned her about pursuing various guys.
- Charles, an American from Wyoming at happy hour: “So do you like have any 
like young third reich extremist groups at this university?” also “Your gun laws 
are pretty lax in New Zealand.”
- Some punter at Bushball: “This pumpkin soup is amazing. Does Rowan cook 
like this all the time?” Anna Harris: “Yes, he’s making me fat.”
- Peter Wilson: “I’m post-popular now” Kelvin (on being told of this concept): 
“Was Peter ever popular? You can’t be post-popular unless you were ever popular. 
A popular target maybe?”
- Peter Wilson: “I put that in the unpleasant shit category.” - at Awakino

Golden Shovel for spade work 

- Penzy Dinsdale and Nick Plimmer (Winners, not contested)

The armchair tramper: No Clear Winner

- Nick Plimmer

- Peter Wilson

- Claire Sims 

“It was just a tramp in the bush” award for underestimating the terrain. 

- Josh Brinkmann and Joe Vincent in the Silver Peaks (Winners, not contested)

Romeo and Juliet: All Winners 

- Joe Vincent and Erin Spillane
-Nick Plimmer and Penzy Dinsdale (Get special mention for being the most 
affectionate) 

-Nick Plimmer and Peter Wilson

-Jaz Morris and Nina Dickerhof

-Rowan Hindmarsh-Walls and Anna Harris

The Hospital Pass 

- Nick Plimmer: Claiming 2 trips then passing on the actual organising and 
running of a few days before trip was meant to leave. 

Building Flambe 

- Jaz Morris and Max Olsen: Trying to set ire to the gear room while testing 
cookers. Thankfully the ire service didn’t make them pay.
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Rocks love me more than most 

- Penzy “the rock” Dinsdale: Awakino inger and TWALK

Rock throwing 

- Max Olsen: Throwing a rock onto Penzy’s inger, neatly crushing the tip and 
killing the ingernail. 

Dedication to the team colours 

- Tom McKeller: Permanent paint for TWALK. Lasting the full 24 hrs. 

Indoor fast bowl 

- Liam Koedyk: Broken window at Catlins Camp ground.

Culinary Awards

-Max Olsen: Winner of Paradise cooking comp.
- Rowan Hindmarsh-Walls: Burnt group dinner Catlins, “Turn it up, it’ll cook 
faster.”

-Rowan Hindmarsh-Walls and Claire Sims: Bushball Food.

The Nobel Prize for Microbiology 

- Rowan Hindmarsh-Walls: Growing leftover Bushball food in the gear room. 

When the containers were removed from the loor the leaking juices had melted 
a mark in the lino.

Drunken Stupidity 

- Rachael Horner: For trying to bounce the kelp ball and hitting herself in the 
head on the Catlins trip.

Drunken Ability 

- Max Olsen: For still managing to dance and hold a beer after a sustained 
drinking effort at Bushball.

Wrong place, wrong time 

- Rowan Hinsmarsh-Walls: Getting downed by Liam Koedyk who slid down a 
mud bank at high speed. 
-Liam Koedyk: Putting the “punt” into Punter.
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OUTC Photo Competition 2010

Category: Punters in the Wild

 

1. Andy Richter

2. Julie Blommaert

3. Elaine Braceield

Category:  OUTC

 

1. Ollie Edwards
2. Claire Sims

3. Elaine Braceield
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Category: Where the Wild Things Are

 

1. Max Olsen
2. Nina Dickerhof

3. Jaz Morris

Category: Up Close and Personal

 

1. Cleo Davie-Martin

2. Rowan Hindmarsh-Walls

3. Rowan Hindmarsh-Walls
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Category: Strange and Bizarre

 

1. Ollie Edwards
2. Rowan Hindmarsh-Walls

3. Max Olsen

Category: People’s Choice

1. Ollie Edwards
2. Josh Brinkmann

3. Nina Dickerhoff

Thanks to the judges: Kelvin and Beatrice and R&R Sport. Prizes supplied by 

R&R Sport.
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Mountain Midwinter – Trips to the Top of the Pope’s Nose and 

Mt Brewster
Nina Dickerhof

Weekend 1:  09-11 July 2010 Popes Nose via South Face

Party: Aaron Whitehead, Danilo Hegg, Jaz Morris, Inka Koch, Peter Wilson, 
Nina Dickerhof

Four months have passed since the Matukituki last saw us. This time it greeted us 
with a white coating down to bushline. Aspiring Hut was reached quickly on the 
Thursday night, plodding up the familiar ground – frozen ground this time.

We were planning to climb the South Face of Popes Nose and in order to do so 
we were prepared to spend two ridiculously cold nights at French Ridge Hut, 
which was reached on the Friday at a relaxed pace. It turned out that 6 people 
could raise the temperature inside the hut from -5 to 0 deg. The next morning 
we couldn’t help but swearing about alpine starts while we followed the beam 
of our head torches all the way up to the Quarterdeck. Here we were rewarded 
with an unforgettable sunrise on the Bonar, with the irst rays of light hitting Mt 
Aspiring. 

It was the beginning of a beautifully calm day on the Bonar. Fortunately, we 
managed to cross the latter to the South Face of Pope’s Nose without post-holing 
through deep snow and soon we found ourselves navigating through the crevasses 
of the South Face. A couple of hours later and about 100 vertical metres short of 
the summit, we reached a crevasse that separated us from the steep part of the 
face that led to the summit ridge. We decided it was safer to pitch, which with 
the 6 of us of course took forever and required a lot of shivering patience. But 
again in the hills, pain rarely remains without a reward, which in this case was 
the view across the Volta on the other side of the ridge. Like on Mt Aspiring 
more than four months ago I looked at the Coxcomb Ridge – this time up it – and 
decided that “climbable” is a broad term. The last 100 m along the knife edged 

ridge to the summit with 500 m drop off on each side – one for each of my feet 
- provided me with enough excitement. The summit had just enough room for 
one person and didn’t invite to linger. Although enjoying the views and being out 
of the shade of the South Face,  I was happy when it was my turn in the “abseil 
queue” and even happier when I reached the bottom of the rope putting feet on 
less threatening ground. 

By this time it was afternoon - we had lost a lot of time to the safety of the rope – 
and the trot back down and across the Bonar began. We realized how short winter 

days are, when we reached the Quarterdeck for sunset admiring the colours on 
the surrounding ice and comparing them to those of the sunrise. Shortly after, 
we were busy warming the hut to above freezing point with cooking, chatting 
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and laughing. The next morning Peter woke up to a cake covered with peanuts 
magically forming the number 26. He might never have discovered this, if he 
hadn’t (for once) got up to make tea. Happy Birthday, Peter! What a nice present 
to walk out the Matuki to only slightly warming sunshine after another fabulous 

climb in this fantastic piece of country.

Weekend 2:  18-19 July 2010 Mt Brewster via East Ridge

Party: Danilo Hegg, Jaz Morris, Jono Squire, Nina Dickerhof

Luckily, muscle pain only lasts a day or two and soon after we got back from the 
Popes Nose we were making plans to climb Mt Brewster the following weekend. 
So the Saturday morning had us crossing the icy cold Haast River – and although 
it’s only a trickle in winter it soon deprived us of all blood low to our feet. The 
climb to Brewster Hut began. 

Danilo, Jaz and I soon started to doubt that this undertaking was a good idea; our 
legs felt tired from the previous weekend and the packs containing full climbing 
gear, ropes, tents and warm clothes seemed to drag us back down to the Haast. 
Nevertheless, we arrived at Brewster Hut soon after, where we enjoyed a quick 
breather soaking in the sun on the veranda of the hut. We couldn’t muck around 

for too long, however, since we had to reach the campsite at 2200 m before the 

Crossing the Bonar back to the Quarterdeck (Jaz Morris).
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early winter sunset. So we pushed on. The realization of being less then half 
way to our campsite and having 800 vertical m to go made the packs feel even 
heavier. 

We reached the campsite just as the sun was setting and hurriedly prepared 
dinner while the air around us was rapidly cooling down. But before our bodies 
could do the same, we were already in our sleeping bags. The next morning 
the climb to the East Ridge warmed our bodies – but not our hands and feet. 
We soon reached the ridge where irst sunrays were welcoming us. However, 
approaching cloud threatened to reach us. The climb along the ridge was very 
enjoyable and we soon reached the point that forced us to sidle onto North Face 
to gain access to the West ridge, which led us to the summit. This last section 
required two pitches before the four of us found ourselves crammed onto the 
summit admiring different shades of white around us. The clouds had reached 

us. We quickly got ready to abseil off the summit trig down the South West Face. 

Two abseils brought us onto “down-climbable” terrain. The tents and lunch were 

reached soon after. Now we only had to drop down another 1700 m to the car. 

Jono was stoked to 

have inally climbed 
Mt Brewster at 

his fourth attempt 
before he was off to 

the States a month 

later. It put him on 
such a high that 

he reached the car 

half an hour before 

everyone else. It was 

my second attempt 
and Danilo had just 

climbed it a second 

time successfully 

- however it didn’t 

seem to help us 
over our sore legs 

and feet. I can’t 

remember whether 

or not on the way 

back we made plans 
for another big trip 
for the following 

weekend.

Jaz on Brewster (Nina Dickerhof).
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________________________________________________________________

One day in Queenstown, a particularly offensive vehicle was spotted...

Jaz: “Hey Max, I’ll give you $10 to piss on that Hummer over there.”
Alexis: “I’ll match that.”

So, Max pissed on the Hummer (in broad daylight on the main street!) but is yet 
to receive the money...

Staircase Hut Trip - Summed Up in Two Pictures

Upper: The lovely Wainakarua River, only an hour’s drive from Dunedin 

Lower: Cake fried in butter at Staircase Hut (both photos Jaz Morris).
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The Case of the Haunted Camera!
Random alias

Side note: so the origins for this story are in my camera randomly turning on and 

beeping in my pack on a fairly non-epic silverpeaks trip. Which is pretty much 
all this story has to do with tramping and probably to only shred of truth in the 
whole thing!

So the 24th of April (so I lied above, that’s true too... I promise I don’t lie half 
as much as Paula though!) we headed out bright and early, so by 10 O’clock, 
Claire, Paula, Jono, Sammy, Jorgan and I were in the mysterious and mighty 
Silverpeaks.  It was fairly cruisey going and despite the weather forecast not 
actually raining, but rather just cold enough to keep you going with only the 
occasional photo pause when the cloud lifted.

This is most deinitely the best way to view the Silverpeaks as otherwise it all 
tends to look fairly the same. So after a stop outside the hut for lunch, it was too 
full of the older drunk variety of people who ind the devil’s staircase ‘hardcore’ 
for us to consider imposing our presence and anyway getting a 10 dollar refund 
from a trip would ensure our ability to eat for the next week! (man what a long 
and convoluted sentence... opps should stick to storytelling not grammatical 
discussions.)Without further ado, we dumped our packs the stream, well except 
for Jono who carried everyone jackets and jumper etc. not mine of course with 
me being all ‘hardcore’ and what have you, and set out for a short afternoon mish 
to ABC cave, which is honestly a very cool place. It does not have half as many 
spiders as you have been lead to believe and if there is any truth in the old dead 
sheep rumour, there is honestly no way you can tell also apparently with all the 
candles lit the place has rather a nice ambiance to it... damn I was side-tracked 
by my own brain once again.

Jono was leading and got us ‘lost’ on the way there leading us down a large hill 

only for us to turn round and climb back up it, I mean honestly if you remember 
getting lost the irst time you found the cave you really shouldn’t make the same 
mistake again the second time round! (You also shouldn’t get excited about being 
in the right place when there’s bright orange tape leading you there.) If Jono 
was writing this article he would claim he wasn’t leading, but that’s an entirely 
different debate. 

After some delighted chocolate eating in said cave we headed back to camp and 
that when it irst happened, the mysterious and surprising occurrence that had 
never happened before and so far not since. Yes, my camera had turned itself on 
in my pocket. A feat of great accomplish which my camera announced with its 
normal noisy manner (the way cameras do when you irst by them before you 
turn off such annoying sound effects, unless you are me and happen to enjoy such 
things.) I then turned off said camera and was surprised to have it repeat its feat 
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and announce it in the same self-satisied way several more times on the way 
home. I thought nothing of it until I reviewed the day’s photos later that night 
by the ire, while listening to the drunken ramblings of the three pretend hunters 
who invaded our campire that night.

Much to mine and the other group members’ amusement the following additions 
had been made to my photo collection.
• A short clip of Jorgen asking where the back up joint was as his seemed to have 
broken.

• A photo of Claire Sims juggling many many many things at once with some 
very interesting techniques and use of limbs.

• A photo of an almost naked Jono Sutton, with a large sign saying “I am leading” 
covering his sensitive regions.

• A photo which was potentially of Sammy Allen, in which Sammy Allen 
appeared to be invisible.
• A photo of Paula running terriied from a very small piglet with liar inscribed 
on its ear tag.

• A photo of me, which with my author discretion I am going to keep to myself.

Oh yes indeed it was quite clear that my camera was haunted by a rather comical 

and astute ghost, just the sort of ghost you’d like to be able to carry around in 
your pocket really for all those invariably dull life moments. For all the non-
believers out there I’d just like to point out that I do not do drugs and had not had 
a drop of alcohol all night (well maybe a few sips of Jorgan’s beer, oh see how I 
have learnt to lie, and I shall not name names but I think we all know who is to 
blame here!!) Seriously though I must stress that it was the ‘hunters’ who were 

drunk and not us!

So wasn’t really all that concerned by the haunted camera situation and the 

next day dawned bright and clear. A beautifully cooked ANZAC day breakfast 
was served and was amazing. For some reason the book ‘Tomorrow, when the 
war began’ was discussed and it was concluded that ANZAC day would be the 
day for such an eventuality. (If you haven’t read the book go read it, because I 
promise you I really don’t look like a person who is about to explain!) So after 
I mucked about packing, unpacking, illing my drink bottle, getting my inger 
wet, unpacking some more, redressing said inger, repacking, discovering missed 
items, unpacking and repacking one last time for good luck and then once more 
for artistic embellishment, I inally got round to lacing my boots on under Jono’s 
grating mocking (about the packing, not the boot lacing!) and we were inally 
underway.  

It was a lovely day and we were all feeling full and laid-back from our brilliant 

breakfast celebrations, nevertheless we kept a decent pace at which one gets 
there in a reasonable time but enjoys the journey too, or maybe that was only the 
super it among us. In any case we were soon up the devil’s staircase, enjoying 
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a lovely stroll along the ridgeline which gradually became the scrubby bush that 

prevails closer to the carpark. 

Just short of Green Hut site I again heard my camera mysteriously turn itself on 

in my tramping pack, telling Paula to go on ahead I got it out to see what amusing 
antics the ghost had been up to now. Well I don’t know but either the ghost was 
clever, or grumpy, or perhaps an entirely different ghost the photos before my 
eyes now were tragic and to terrifying to describe and indeed I shall not attempt 
to put such horror in words. I saw death. I saw each trip member in a series of 
camera shots dying what appeared to be a painful and unexplicatory death. I ran. 
Round the corner there was Paula slumped like in her picture, next was Claire 
eyes open and glassy and staring as if in shock,  I could barely breathe, next was 
Jorgen hanging from a tree, blood dripping slowly. It dropped on me. I screamed 
no one came no one heard. Round another corner, there were Sammy and Jono, 
stiff somehow but very dead, glaring at me. They were leaning against each other 
in an arch and the bush was thick. I felt sick I knew I had to pass through that 
arch to get out and I knew I had to get out of there. Their glaring eye burnt into 

me, I felt sick to my stomach, but stood still frozen on the track I couldn’t move. 
And then in a sound that chilled my blood like stone and set my heart to pound, 
my camera turned on once more, I could not stop myself in my terror, heart 
pounding, blood like ice, I slowly raised the camera and looked once more upon 
the screen and then I slumped, dead and still a likeness of the photo in my hand.
So let this be a lesson to you all, never trust a tramping ghost, especially not when 
he is trapped in the small silver torture box you call you a mischievous camera.

And then we had chocolate covered gummi-bears in the car on the way home. 

Which is the truth once again getting in the way of a good story!

________________________________________________________________

Two completely unrelated facing page photos: 

Upper: Silverpeaks in the evening light. (Josh Brinkmann)

Lower: Above Hodder Hut, Tapae-O-Oenuku. (Penzy Dinsdale)
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Trip to Mount Tyndall
Oliver Edwards

Party: Oliver Edwards, Peter Baker, Brad Cooper.

After the joys of 2nd semester exams were inally over, Brad, Pete and I decided a 
decent trip was on the cards. We set our sights on an area we are quite fond of; Mt 
Aspiring National Park and a nice looking peak called Mount Tyndall (2496m) 
to the west of Aspiring hut in the west Matukituki Valley where bushball is held 
every year. 

Firstly though, some of the surveying inalists decided on a trip to Lake Hawea 
immediately after the last exam. We thought we had deserved some serious R 
& R but instead got stuck into many delicious beverages and partook in some 
shenanigans. A few days later, feeling rather worse for wear and having eaten 
nothing but precooked sausages, we packed the car at a rather late time and 
headed off to Raspberry Flats. 

After getting a pie & Powerade in Wanaka and getting the irst glimpse of the 
mountains, I felt decidedly better. Once all the gear was sorted in the car park, it 
was time to head off up the valley on the short  walk to Aspiring hut where the 
track starts up to the pylon and Cascade Saddle. After a bit of a grunt and some 
swearing, the bush line was reached fairly quickly and on we went. The constant 
view of Mt Aspiring in the distance spurred us on and we soon reached the fast 
receding snow line. Nick had told me of the dangers of the track near the top and 
he wasn’t wrong. Hitting the snow and slippery grass after the sun had been on it 
all day probably wasn’t the best option as was demonstrated with Brad’s slip and 
near miss with a certain cliff edge. We kept on plugging however and reached the 
pylon after some sketchy moments and very frozen hands. 

Finally it was time to smile and enjoy a nice cup of tea. Drama!..No tea. After 
this dilemma there was nothing to do but set up the tents, cook some dinner 
and take in the sunset. There was also time for some imaginative photography 
involving a lack of clothing and a sweet backdrop. 
Snow looks comfortable. Seriously, look at it. I couldn’t have been more wrong. 
I was quite looking forward to my sleep but once I got into the tent, I knew it 
wasn’t going to be a delightful night illed with wonderful dreams. At least Brad 
didn’t sleep well either. He seems to be that guy on a trip who’s always irst 
asleep and snores the most. Shame on you people. 

After waking up far too late once again (seems to be a theme with us) we set 
off up the mellow ridge until we hit the Isobell glacier. The snow was in good 
condition but it was getting hot and we knew it would not hold up too much 
longer. 
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Finally, on the small summit ridge, things were looking rather positive. All that 
was needed was a single pitch up sum very chossy rock to the top. This was only 
after we mistook a very large cornice to be the ridge itself. This was quickly 

evacuated back to the safety of the real ridge. On top at last. Woohoo. The view 
was incredible and we were even visited by a cheeky helicopter that proceeded 
to do doughnuts on the glacier. Can’t say I’ve seen that before.

After worrying about our camp site on the way back, we arrived to ind the keas 
had only played round with a few things, including our cooker which we found 
elsewhere in the snow. After packing up we just had the decent down the dodgy 
snowpack that we hadn’t enjoyed on the way up. Below the snow line it was all 
go and we basically ran down to Aspiring Hut where we thought we would crash 
for the night. Turns out there was only 1 other person in the hut, a lone Aussie 
climber who we got on with immediately. The only downside was that we got 

snapped by the hut warden. Bugger. Huts in the on-season are expensive (Always 
pay your fees......). 

Turns out the Aussie fella needed a ride so we jammed all the stuff in the back of 

my Mitsi wagon and high-tailed it out of there. The Aspiring road is deinitely a 
good road to practice gravel driving whilst at the same time pretending you are 
a rally driver. Finally, all that was needed was a compulsory stop at Subway to 
get a fat sandwich. I prefer the double meat option after a trip. Then home time 
it was. I got to say, it was a pretty successful weekend. We shall see you again 
Mt Aspiring.

Mt Tyndall and Cascade Saddle from Mt Rob Roy (Jaz Morris).
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Antics Space Filler: Highlights of the OUTC Email List 2010
Various authors

[outc] Deep Water Solo Ice-Climbing Trip to Tasman Glacier 

Max Olsen papatowai@gmail.com   Thu, Aug 5, 2010 at 8:54 PM

If anyone else is interested, we will be pioneering deep water solo ice climbing 
this weekend. We will be climbing on the seracs which occasionally fall into 

Lake Tasman at the end of the Tasman Glacier. These range from vertical to 

severely overhanging.

Deep water soloing usually refers to rock climbing without a rope, with deep 
water underneath for protection. This weekend, we will try the same thing, but 
with ice-climbing. To my knowledge, this will be a world irst.

For those who are keen, we will head to Taiaroa Heads tomorrow to practice 
falling into water from signiicant heights with crampons and two ice tools, 
before heading up to Mount Cook National Park to put our skills into practice. 
We intend to use inlatable boats at the terminus of the Tasman Glacier to retrieve 
fallen climbers. With current water temperatures, estimated survival time after 
falling in Lake Tasman is around 2 minutes, however, a wetsuit could extend this 
to as long as ive minutes, so it should be pretty safe.

No rope skills are necessary, as we won’t be taking a rope.

Costs for the trip will be around $50 per person, plus $15,000 insurance.

Places on this trip are limited, so you’ll need to reply quickly.

[outc] RE: Deep Water Solo Ice-Climbing Trip to Tasman Glacier 

Max Olsen papatowai@gmail.com   Fri, Aug 6, 2010 at 10:33 AM

Given the warnings being published about the possibility of the Tasman calving, 
we’ve decided to take helmets on the DWS ice-climbing trip. That should make 
it safe enough.

Those who have signed up for the trip will need to get a helmet from the gear-
room before we leave tonight. Bicycle helmets will not do, as these may not be 
strong enough to protect you from 20,000,000 tonnes of falling ice (NZ Herald, 
4/8/10). The Club helmets should be strong enough, though.

Still one space available on the trip, so email me if you’re interested.

Max
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[outc] Cold Problem 

Emma Grenoble emma.grenoble10@gmail.com Wed, Aug 11, 2010 at 9:25 AM

Hello,
 

I hope this does not come off as too forward or assuming but I heard that the 
tramping club would be able to help. I have been really cold ever since coming 
to dunedin and I don’t want to use the electricity that is required by a heating 

blanket. I was thinking that the most economical way to solve this problem 
would be to use body heat. If there are any willing males please come to my lat 
as soon as it gets dark. Email me irst and I will give you directions.
 

Thank you,
 

Emma

[outc] RE: Cold Problem

Jan Olafson olafsonjan@gmail.com  Wed, Aug 11, 2010 at 10:47 AM

I am having similar problem, would also like males to come to my lat.

Thank you

Jan Olafson

Subject: [outc] Looking for Sascha and Natasha 

Max Olsen papatowai@gmail.com   Mon, May 3, 2010 at 11:34 PM

Sorry to spam the list. I’m trying to get hold of Sascha and/or
Natasha who were on Peter’s Fiordland trip to Gertrude Saddle.
Apologies if I spelt your names incorrectly. Could one of you possibly
send me and email? I’m hoping you might be able to help me with an
assignment which I’m working on.

Ph: 027 7241697

Thanks

Max 
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[outc] Tramp this weekend 

George O’Sullivan george.osullivan@gmail.com Wed, Aug 11, 2010 at 12:12 

Here is a call to come tramping this weekend! At this stage we have just two 
spaces, or three at a pinch, so you might be best off to sing your own praises. 
(Hint: we like people who constantly offer to help to the the Trip Chef, and later 
in the evening undertake the duty of Trip Dishwasher with avid zeal).    

The trip will fall under the great, inexhaustible wing of the Moderate Trip rating. 
This rating is nothing less than one of the core tenets of the OUTC, discovered by 
OUTC members early in the millennium when they found a sacred tome whilst 
playing ‘hide and seek’ among the seracs of the Demon Gap Icefall. And in it 
they read: “Blessed are those who embark upon the Moderate Trip, for they shall 
inherit the Earth”. All things are possible on the Moderate Trip. Indeed, those 
who undertake the Moderate Trip may venture into every corner of our Bountiful 
Wilderness Areas, without incurring the wrath of Elekripus (Elekripus, in OUTC 
mythology, is the God of Safety, and takes the form of an angry looking, many-
tentacled thing with two heads, one a man’s, one a woman’s). 

Cost per person won’t be more than $50. We’re aiming to leave around 5pm on 
Friday. 

George

[outc] Somnus Couloir this weekend? 

Jan Olafson olafsonjan@gmail.com   Wed, Aug 11, 2010 at 6:38 PM

Hello Everybody

My name is Jan, I am new to this club but would like to lead some trips and to 
see New Zealand. I have done a little climbing in Norway and I hope to do some 
here, maybe Mt Cook sometime too! I thought maybe I email soon so people 
will know!!

This weekend I will go to the Somnus Couloir, which my friend in Queenstown 
told me about. The avalanche danger will be lower this weekend. I will take 

maybe three other people for this climb (it is not very hard), it is best if you have 
used crampons before. I think it will cost about $70, but not sure. It will be very 
fun, and the views will be good. Please bring like a cardboard to slide down on 
(very fun!!!).

Cool, email me please or see me at a meeting this week if you want to come.

Thank you Jan Olafson 
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[outc] RE: Somnus Couloir this weekend? 

Nick Plimmer nick.plimmer@gmail.com   Wed, Aug 11, 2010 at 7:07 PM 

THIS IS NOT AN EASY TRIP

This is a mountaineering trip requiring climbing axes, crampons, ropes, anchors, 
helmets, avalanche gear and signiicant experience in this type of venture. The 
Somnus Couloir, (an excellent trip by all means) should in no circumstances be 
undertaken by inexperienced persons. Avalanche risk this weekend is likely to be 
VERY HIGH due to a frontal system that will hit the country on Friday.

Even in perfect conditions, bum sliding the couloir on cardboard boxes would 
be suicidal. If you don’t believe me I am more than happy to send photos of the 
couloir to prove this point.

Nick

Vice President

OUTC 

[outc] RE: Somnus Couloir this weekend? 

George O’Sullivan george.osullivan@gmail.com Thu, Aug 12, 2010 at 11:10 

AM

Behold, the wrath of Elektipus has struck down he who deied the scripture of 
The Moderate Trip!  

I think you took that one hook, line, and sinker, Nick. Wasn’t me, though. 

While we’re on Somnus Couloir, the way to do it, I reckon, is to take bivvy gear 
and traverse North over Somnus down to Theatre Flat. A trip for next season, 
anyone?

George

[outc-exec] list moderation

Nick Plimmer nick.plimmer@gmail.com  Wed, Aug 18, 2010 at 2:11 PM

I propose that we moderate George from being able to send emails to
the list due to his behaviour in the last couple of weeks.

Nick
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Pre Copland Future Prediction
Josh Brinkmann & Joe Vincent

Due to the overwhelming success of previous tramps run by Josh and Joe, we 
had decided to do something new for Copland. If we wrote the trip report before 
the trip then perhaps we could predict how it would go. So have a read of this 
then compare it to the post Copland trip report and see how close our predictions 
were.

The night was upon us,
It was time to go,
Follow us we said,
Your fearless leaders Josh and Joe.

Saturday dawned,
To a beautiful day,
Follow your fearless leaders,
We’ll show you the way!

The walk in was marvellous,
There was so much serenity,
We made our own fun,
With a helping of obscenity.
We came to a bridge,
It was much like a swing,
Arses were bared,
What a glorious thing!

Eventually we got there,
With out a blunder,
To ind the rock,
We would all sleep under.

Some were surprised,
To ind it’s no hut,
But luckily for them,
The pools were not shut!
The water was hot,
Great for the legs,
But now it was time,
To get stuck into the kegs.

Shit stories were spoken,
Late into the night,
The beer stayed ice cold,
Perfect, just right.
Soon they were fast asleep,

T’were the months before Copland,
And all through the land,
Not a creature was thinking,
Except for two mans.
Plotting and scheming,
with beer on their minds, 
There was clearly no doubt, 
They’d have a wonderful time.  

A crate or a keg,
A keg or a crate,
Liquid lunches are better,
Cos you don’t need a plate.

Plates are heavy,
And a waste of time,
Just like this verse,
In this silly rhyme.

Weight is essential,
On any length trip,
But this weight is worth it,
For the legendary Copland ‘dip’.
We’ll take a keg

The decision was made

Just gotta make sure

That everyone paid
The plotting was inished,
And the scheming was done,
The only thing left

Was to recruit everyone.

The email was sent,
We mentioned the keg,
Fingers crossed no muppets replied,
In case they broke a leg.
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No one snored or farted,
We all slept well,
Until those damn birds started.
Time to get up,
Arise from your bed,
Not made any easier,
By a sore pounding head.

Over indulgence,
Was a piss poor idea,
But it was a bloody good night,
So ah well, who cares?
The walk back to the vans,
Was far from ideal,
What kept us all going,
Blah blah good meal.

Arrive at the vans,
And now we can sleep,
Except for the drivers,
Your safety, they keep.

Make it to Dunedin,
Unload the punters,
Happy to be home,
And back where my bed is.

Sounds like a fun weekend, were you there? If not you missed out and should 
come next time. Only time will tell if this was how the trip actually went.

Copland Hot Pools (Penzy Dinsdale)

The Non-Sifty Copland Trip 
The inside scoop: What really happened! 17-18 July.

Josh Brinkmann (PLTOFF)

This trip failed to generate enough gossip (which I know you readers out in 
Antics land thrive on), so will keep just list the bullet points instead.

Lead up:
• Hospital pass which left me to organise the trip with only a few days 
remaining.
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Friday night:

• Discovering a fully loaded Rhodes rental van does not handle like a sports car 
when swerving to hit possums and rabbits.
• Letting international students drive the station wagon is scarier than the name 
suggests.

• Steve’s surprise at our accommodation. Apparently a tent ly strung between 
the two vehicles was not what he was expecting. Nor were the ‘prison rules’ type 
sleeping arrangements. “It was prison rules man! I rolled over in the middle of 
the night and then my bloody spot was gone!”
 

Saturday

• The Czech cross country skiing pirate who made it all the way to the hot pools 
without skis. (She walked with two ski poles the whole way.)
• Jumping on the swing bridges and mooning those unlucky enough to  see Josh 
and Joe crossing them.

• The amazing hot pools!!! A clear night, lot’s of stars, snow capped mountains 
and two 5L Heineken kegs! Perfect!

• Steve’s attempt at shiftiness, “My mum would love grandkids!”
• Josh’s attempts to get conversation lowing which seemed to make everyone 
withdraw even further into themselves.

• Rock biv was mean!!! Way better than the overpriced hut!
• The two 5L Heineken Kegs that were enjoyed much more than everyone else 
by four people.

Sunday

• OUTC track maintenance – Resurrecting DOC signs and relocating others. It 
proved to be less than satisfactory though as we put the sign on upside down.
• The two resident geologists inding an intriguing rock and having an in-depth 
discussion as to whether it was a rock or a stone. (Turns out it was a rock.)

• Erin’s ice mirror that was bigger than her head.
• The great blondini made an appearance. (From the kiwi classic ilm, Goodbye 
Pork Pie.) Actually it was just Joe with an ice mound on his nose and some 

moss.

• Pushing trees into the river to make the track safer.
•Tea at Subway in Wanaka. Rahul managed to devour two feet of Subway  
in the time it took Erin to eat 6 inches.

Overall, the trip was a great success and we were fortunate enough to get the 
West Coast’s monthly sun allowance for the 2 ine days in a row.
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Mt. Titiroa: Pretty Varied and Very Pretty
Tom McKellar

Trip members:
Penzy Dinsdale, Sammy Allen, Will Ficken, Andy Radzimski, Tom McKellar

One Friday evening in high May a car full of trampers left Dunedin for the 
fringes of Fiordland. We’d been planning to climb Mt. Titiroa since Monday, and 
with Penzy at the wheel and me, Andy, Will and Sammy illing the other seats 
we were inally off. It was an ambitious trip but certainly achievable and highly 
recommended to any capable group. Just go in summer so you won’t get pinged 
by the short days. Or don’t worry about having to set up a campsite in the dark.
 

A midnight row across a river to the track is a brilliant start to any trip! We’d 
arranged to have Adventure Manapouri leave a dingy out for us, so we crossed 
the Waiau river and set up camp on the track. On Saturday morning we realised 
our cooker wasn’t working. Thankfully a wise executive decision had overruled 
porridge-for-breakfast plea and enforced muesli. We dismissed desires for hot 
drinks made good time on the trail. Later that morning we picked up some dry 
kindling from the Hope Arm Hut stockpile. Our chances of a cooking ire might 
have been slim without it.

The track ended at the base of Titiroa. The bush through to Garnock Burn had 

been wonderfully dense, wet and green, but across the Burn it was open and 
easily traversable. With no bush bashing needed, as well as a it group and a 
great navigator, it didn’t take long to climb to our campsite. Here we set our 
packs down and continued immediately up the sandy, barren ridge. We slogged 
for another two hours but when we hit the turnaround time with a long way to 

go we agreed to a defeat. We didn’t glimpse the peak through the clouds but it 
must have been another hour at least. Well, we’d done our best. We returned to 
the campsite part disappointed and part content.

With no cooker, our next move was to establish a ire. Eventually Sammy 
succeeded after Will and I had mucked about with twigs castles for ages. (I’ve 

since been advised me to always tramp with a candle. Much appreciated Dad.) 
I’d desired a high altitude cheese sauce for some time, and with plenty of 
milk powder it came off well; deinitely one for the recipe playlist. The only 
opportunity for hot tea all trip was a bit too alluring, and I didn’t get to sleep for 
ages. Perhaps it was just the frigid wind.

Sammy had igured out the cooker would choke out some heat if the gas bottle 
was held upside down, and thanks to him we had a warm drink on Sunday 
morning. After the usual hour to pack up we began our descent. Once again the 
high level of group itness and navigation got us down the hill in good time and 
back to Hope Arm hut for lunch. With absolutely no sidetracking whatsoever. 
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During lunch we checked the hut book for OUTC names and swapped logic 
puzzles, which were well suited for single ile walking and continued through 
the afternoon.

“Isn’t it a lovely area over there”, the boat hire lady said when we paid up. “Yes, 
it’s beautiful, isn’t it... I’ve seen photos.” She encouraged us to return when we 
had enough time to make it to the top. She assured us that no one ever makes it all 
the way and back in a weekend, although many people try, and that it takes at least 
two days to get to the top, and that’s for it people. It certainly is a demanding trip, 
but not unrealistic and certainly not technically challenging. If you’re looking for 

some satisfying tramping through very pretty and pretty varied terrain, climbing 
Mt Titiroa from Manapouri in a weekend is deinitely worth a try. 

We set out for Mt. Titiroa,

She certainly looked like a goer,

But despite our quick pace
Her peak shows no trace

Of our footprints; next time we’ll show ‘er.

Rock outcrops on Mt Titiroa. (Penzy Dinsdale)
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The ‘Dazzling’ Dasler Experience
Paul McCarthy & Sarah Tiong.

I took a few days off ‘work’ (if you can call a PhD work) in January to attempt 
the Dasler Pinnacles with Sarah. It was supposed to be an easy climbing/
mountaineering trip, but turned out to be a bit of an epic, with me drowning my 
camera during a hair-raising river crossing, and us taking almost 16 hours to 
complete the climb. Actually, I suppose this qualiies as ‘easy’ in mountaineering 
terms.

I drove up to Christchurch on Wednesday to see my parents off (they’d been on 
holiday in NZ), and to pick up my partner in crime. On our way up the Lake Ohau 
access road, we drew the scorn of a group of 4WDers who looked at my AWD 
wagon with disgust, but we made it to within 20 minutes walk of Monument Hut 
without any dificulty. Actually, I reckon the car incurred a few more scratches 
and Paul expanded the function of an ice axe to a water level gauge.

We hit the trail at 7pm, expecting an easy 90 minute walk through to Red Hut, 
and then up to camp above the tree line. The Hopkins river, however, had other 
ideas; it was running high and swift due to some heavy rain earlier in the day, 
and we had dificulty inding safe points to cross. It was frustrating seeing the hut 
but being unable to get to it - I had concerns that we would be turning back and 

spending the night with an American man in Monument Hut who was almost too 
eager for company.

We waded halfway through one of the main braids before deciding to turn back, 
as it was deeper and faster than had irst appeared. This turned out to be a bad 
choice; as we turned around, we were pushed over by the current, and had a 
frightening experience trying to regain our footing and make it back to the shore. 

Dasler Pinnacles from Boanerges. (Jaz Morris)
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________________________________________________________________

Facing page photo: 

Ed Waite tows the trailer into Aspiring Hut at Bushball.

While sitting in the riverbed chest height in water, I was actually feeling certain 
that I inally had an opportunity to try out pack loating! Somehow Paul managed 
to stand up, yanked me up and we got out of the water FAST. No casualties in 
the end, except for my camera, which had been clipped to my chest. It behaved 
erratically when I turned it on the next morning, and failed completely a few 
hours later. We inally made it to Red Hut around 9:30pm and, wet and cold, 
decided against continuing up to camp; instead, we opted to stay in comfort on 
the valley loor and crank the ire all night. What luxury!

As forecast, the poor weather cleared overnight (despite someone’s pessimism),  
and we awoke to beautiful blue skies. We arrived at Dasler Biv at 10:30am, 
as we had been too lazy to make an early start. I reckon 8am’s early enough 
when you’re on holiday. After dumping the camping gear, we started off for 
the pinnacles. It is a steep but enjoyable (really?) climb up to the North ridge, 
through open tussock and an impressive scree ield, with stunning views of the 
Hopkins valley all the way. The Pinnacles themselves are an impressive sight, 
with the steep West face towering over the approach. The 400 metre scramble to 
the summit took us nearly 3 hours; it consists of fairly easy rock climbing, but 
comes with a bit of exposure. We climbed unroped for most of the ascent until 
coming to a steep, exposed section. After climbing through this, we abruptly 
found ourselves on the top at 4:50pm.

We considered this good time, as we hadn’t been rushing, and had nearly 5 hours 
of sunlight to make it back down. It turned out, however, that climbing down took 
longer than climbing up, despite a couple of abseils down the steeper bits. We 
charged down the scree slope (Paul did the charging, I think I was whimpering 
at this stage - bemoaning the steepness of the descent and how much further 
we had to go), and had a ridiculous amount of fun bum-sliding most of the way 
down the tussock in the 10pm twilight (the backs of my thighs paid dearly for 
this indulgence). This was by far, the best bit of the trip.
 

With what little sunlight remained, we wandered down in the general direction of 
the biv and, a little after 11pm, were fortunate to stumble across the track. A few 
minutes later, we were back at the biv, enjoying hot chicken soup.

So a few lessons learned about river crossings, and another camera bites the dust; 
this will certainly be one of my more memorable trips. As this was one of my 
last trips before heading to Aus, I couldn’t have asked for a more appropriately 
challenging and eventful trip shared with a good mate.
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A Tramping Comic
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Theatre Flat (or blisters and sandlies)
Paul McCarthy

I am a hobbling wreck. My immediate reaction to my housemate’s proposal for 
a trip to Lake Nerine was “Sure, it’ll be a perfect opportunity for me to test 
out those too-small mountaineerinng boots you’ve been trying to sell”. You can 

tell where this is heading. Despite a less than ideal weather forecast, we headed 
up through Queenstown on Friday afternoon to the fancy Routeburn shelter, 
prepared for three days of tramping and camping. We climbed through the forest, 
winding our way towards Sugarloaf Pass. Within 30 minutes, the skin on both of 
my heels had rubbed away; I igured that a piling-on of strapping tape would see 
me through the trip.

The drizzle and cold Northerlies 

dissuaded us from camping on the 
pass; instead we retreated to the 
South and camped just below the 
treeline, working hard to cook our 
dinner outside of the tent and eat 

inside, whilst keeping the tent dry. 
In the morning, we continued over 
Sugarloaf, destined for Park Pass. 
After a miserable morning through 

drizzle and damp, dense forest, we 
were blessed with a parting of the 
clouds and were treated to a day of 

sunshine. My partner reached Theatre Flat a full 30 minutes before me, as by 
then I had fully succumbed to the endless pain of tight-binding footwear, and 
was hobbling along as best as I could. I had already given up hope of reaching 
the next pass, and was disappointed and ashamed to have let my partner down 
on such a glorious day.

The afternoon was wonderful, however. Under blue skies and a warm sun, we 
wandered up to Point 908 (I wore thongs; sorry, I meant jandals), and were treated 
to stunning views of Amphion Peak; this alone was enough for me to justify the 
trip. The sun went down, and the sandlies came out, feasting themselves on 
my exposed legs and feet. Half the size of mosquitoes, but twice as vicious, 
they ensured that most of my night would be spent scratching the bites in a 
futile attempt to relieve the itchiness. A campire provided some relief before we 
retired for the night, to our dried and aired tent.

Around 4am I noticed that I could no longer see the stars; a telling omen for the 
horrid weather we would face when we started back for the car at 7:15. Despite 
another dose of strapping tape for my seeping heels, my partner shot ahead; I 

Owch, that looks bad. 

(Paul McCarthy)
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next saw him at the bivvy rock to the North of Sugarloaf, where he had been 
waiting patiently for me, for 45 minutes, sheltering from the rain that had begun 
shortly after we’d left the Flat. Urging him to go ahead and leave me to suffer, 
I started the tedious ascent up to Sugarloaf, cursing the tree-roots and rocks as 
I climbed. The wind increased as I approached the treeline, and as I stepped 
out on to the boggy tussock, I was subjected to a bitterly cold Northerly which 
whipped raindrops over my head. I scurried over the pass to the safety of the 
South. Ironically, we were both glad that we hadn’t made it to Lake Nerine as, 
given the weather, it would have been horrendous.

The descent back to the Routeburn took forever. I continually checked my 

watch for the passage of time as I stumbled over tree roots, fallen trunks, and 
rocky stream beds, utilising ice-axe and no-feet climbing techinques most of the 
way down. Dragging my feet behind me, I inally made it on to the Routeburn 
highway after 2.5 hours of agonising descent from the pass, and immediately 
donned my thongs (sorry, I meant jandals) for the short walk back to the car. A 
sorry sight, I’m sure, in the eyes of the decked-out Routeburn trekkers I passed 
on the way out.

I decided not to buy the boots. Photos taken with my crappy mobile phone, as I 
no longer own a camera due to a recent drowning in the Hopkins River.

Somnus and the tops above Lake Nerine from Theatre Flat 

(Paul McCarthy)
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Great Sand Dune National Monument, Colorado, USA
Colleen Slentz and Cleo Davie-Martin

Dec 15-16 , 2010

I will begin by explaining how Colorado took all my expectations, lipped them 
upside down, mushed them up, and then threw them back in my face... I had 
envisaged Colorado to be this great mountainous state sprinkled with giant, green, 
coniferous trees and blanketed in wonderful layers of white, sparkly snow (after 
all, Colorado is renowned for its ski areas). You can imagine how shocked I was 
lying into Denver and only seeing this vast, lattened landscape of reddish soil 
stretching as far as the eye could see. Desert? I didn’t come here to see desert! 

Eventually I got a view of some mountains out to the West when my neighbour 
opened his window lap – they weren’t snowy or at all what I imagined – but they 
were mountains, and so I was happy.

Colleen (who some of you may remember from the OUTC in 2009) and 
I met up in Denver to head off tramping for a couple of days (well, if I am 
being terminologically correct, I should say it was a ‘hiking’ trip, seeing as I 
was actually on American turf!). We drove for miles along the lat, desolate, 
desert-like landscape from basically one end of Colorado to the other, and by 
the time we reached the Great Sand Dune National Monument it was already 

mid-afternoon.

We had to sign in at the visitor center and obtain a backcountry camping permit. 
I found this a bit odd, seeing as we didn’t have to pay to camp or anything... but 
we still required a permit. Oh well, it meant that someone else knew where we 
were and would come looking for us if anything happened. The guy in the center 
just sort of looked at us, summed us up, and made sure that yes indeed, we did 
realise that it was meant to start snowing this evening and that we would be 

camping amongst it. He didn’t even try to convince us not to go! So off we went, 
with just over an hour of daylight left. The sand dunes looked really cool with in 

the evening sun, although I cannot say it was terribly enjoyable walking on them 
– for every three steps forwards, there were two back (except going downhill, 
where you boots just illed up with sand instead). We made it to the campsite, set 
up tent and began the dinner preparations right on dark. Even though our ‘hike’ 
was only just over an hour, we were the only ones in park, and it still felt like we 
were in the middle of nowhere.

After dark was when the fun began... Colleen explained how we had to dig a 
proper toilet in the sand and everything. So I took on the toilet digging role and 
went to ind a stick to use, seeing as we didn’t have a shovel and I didn’t want 
to discover someone else’s buried leftover poop parcel with my bare hands. It 
ended up being a irst class toilet (if I do say so myself), with a seat and foot rest 
- because, if you can, why not!
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Another North American experience was the hanging of the food up trees. Even 
though it was winter, we had been warned that there was the slimmest of chances 
that bears might still be wandering about and that we should still take all the right 

precautions. Colleen also told me about how some people were attacked in their 
tent once because they had kept their lip balm with them – so we had to remove 
any sort deodorant or cream with a scent (at that point I really wished I hadn’t 
used deodorant that morning... and was actually HOPING that I smelt sweaty and 

disgusting). I think I became so preoccupied with trying to locate everything that 
‘smelt’ in my pack, that I completely forgot about the loaf of bread I had in my 
top pocket. In the middle of the night I woke up in a huge panic when I suddenly 
remembered the bread! I then had to venture out into the cold night to ling it 
up the top of a dead tree stump... oops! Crisis averted (luckily it was winter and 
there actually weren’t any bears around anyway).

With the night came lots of unusual noises. As we were inishing up dinner, I 
heard a snorty grunt. I igured it was just a deer, but then Colleen started talking 
about mountain lions and other things that might be out to get us... I guess that 

got us thinking about what may actually be out there because then we started 

hearing other noises too and were peering around into the night with our weak 
head torches. Once in bed, I certainly felt safer... although come to think of it, 
a couple of layers of nylon isn’t really going to do much if it came down to any 
sort of animal attack (I still remember one night at home when our cat destroyed 

our tent by climbing up and over it... and it was just a domestic cat!). I guess we 
should have been worrying about the squirrels even! But within my little bubble 

of ‘safety’ I did enjoy hearing the coyotes howling, and this funny hooting owl 
(they didn’t seem that scary).

We awoke to a winter wonderland, with about half an inch of snow covering the 
tent (and they promised 2-4 inches)! It was a bit chilly (this being less than a week 
since I left hot and humid Central America) and so we hit the trail pretty quickly. 
The sand dunes had been converted to snow hills overnight, which looked quite 
alien - I guess it was the fact that the dunes were so smooth and luid looking 
with no trees or tracks or anything on them (it was like the scenery was trying 

to play tricks on your eyes). We had planned to have a bit of a wander out into 
the middle of the dunes a bit more but the fog descended around us and a mini 

blizzard began – I think the odds of us getting lost in the dunes would have been 
pretty high, so instead we decided to leave.

So, that was that! I survived my irst night camping in a country with bears, 
coyotes and mountain lions! Hoorah! Thankfully, it was winter and all the creepy 
crawlies were actually hibernating and I was able to accidentally leave food in 

the tent... 
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Rodney Baker: the Tale of an OUTC Friendship
Kelvin Lloyd

Ok maybe a handful of you will know who Rodney is. I irst met him in 1992 
when I turned up to a tramping club meeting and might have gone on a trip that 
he had organised, had there been enough interested folk to make the trip happen. 
So it was really 1993 when I properly met Rodney. I’d done freshers and river 
crossing and Easter was looming. I didn’t know it then but Easter tramps were 
the pinnacle tramping experience as far as club-organised trips went.

But anyway, I expressed interest in an Easter trip Rodney was advertising to 
somewhere that sounded exciting. . I didn’t have a very good knowledge of the 
South Island back country so it could have been anywhere, but the plan was up 
the Matukituki and over the Shotover Saddle and past Lochnagar and over and 
out down Snowy Creek, and back up the Dart and over Cascade Saddle and back 
out to the car. Sounded good to me.

Rodney was a senior member of the club and could have looked down his nose 

at me but he was friendly toward a newcomer. He sized me up and reckoned I 
looked it enough. I wouldn’t have known. So the irst of what turned out to be 
many trips starting at the Raspberry Flat carpark began after a drive in the night 
before in Rodney’s Hillman Hunter.

We got to Lochnagar and climbed the ridge above it, along the way I had gashed 
my shin ascending Shotover Saddle and Rodney expertly ixed it up. The only 
trouble was after the trip, when I lost half of my leg hairs getting his tape off! 
Rodney reckoned I needed some gaiters, and when we got back he sold me a pair 
that he had made on the industrial sewing machine owned by his landlady. When 

they had passed their use by date with me – which took a while – I passed them 
on to my girl, and I think they are still in use on her home farm.

French Ridge, Liverpool Biv and the like were weekend trips – back when 
French Ridge was a cold iron box and Liverpool Biv a 4 bunk biv. Mavora and 
Routeburn in winter. I soon learned from Rodney that there was no need to starve 

in the hills, you could cook a damn good feed on an MSR. The following year 
a jaunt up the Pyke and Hollyford, lying home in Rodney’s Hilman Hunter in a 
snow storm that left snow lying lower and lower the closer we got to Dunedin. 

The ‘Kepler Challenge’ (I’d never heard of it) in winter, leaving blood on the 
snow from the breakable crust. And on a memorable trip we went over Arawhata 
Saddle – Rodders took to a couloir on the side and we almost climbed Barff to 
get there – to the biv rock taking the direct route through the scrub as all foolish 
newbies do, and leaving one of our party behind (Bean caught us up the next 
morning). We wandered down to the falls of the Snow White then back up to 
Waipara Saddle and around to Matukituki Saddle and out. Quite a neat little trip 
and I recommend it to those who want a taste of the transalpine.
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Rodney lent me his bivvy bag when I did snowcraft. He lent me his crampons 
too. When I went to the gear buy at the Wilderness Shop I just asked for crampons 
“like Rodney’s ones” and they knew what to sell me. I’ve used them ever since, 
though I don’t go tramping much any more.

Olivine adventures followed, 36 hours in the tent on Futurity Rock, Rodney, 
Craig and I playing a game of 500 that we never inished, hanging off a nut that 
Rodney lodged in a crack while abseiling down a waterfall in the Andy Couloir, 
navigating the Whitbourne Glacier in a whiteout. The crazy Lochnagar trip 
with aquanauts and bikes. Y2K in Port Pegasus, with Rodney walking back to 
Halfmoon Bay on his own while the rest of us headed over to conquer the Deceit 

Peaks. Up the Harrison and down the Grave Couloir, and Rodney was there too, 
he had remembered his tent but not the tent poles, lucky he had brought some 
aquanaut paddles along, you know, just in case. And on the more social trips too, 
Titiroa, Dasler Pinnacles, Temple-Huxley, and Hope Arm which was a favourite 
winter destination. If you drink then tramp, you’re a bloody idiot. Rodney was 
awesome because when I was leading a trip he would be happy to lope along at 
the back and mop up any tailenders that fell his way. Rodney was (and is) a guy 
you could have complete conidence in. Takitimu traverses were tried and failed, 
but never mind, a good time was always had. Innumerable twalks, including the 
time we won it, 2nd in the NZ Rogaine Champs, and 164th in the World Champs 
a couple of years later. Me and Rodney. I’ve done more tramps with Rodney than 
anyone else in the world.

In between times the ‘virgin’s trip’ to Copland Hot Pools, and I was right there 
when Rodney made his moves and scored his wife. I was best man at their 

wedding, and later in the evening my girl and I were walking around in the gentle 
ambience of the Hawkes Bay evening… and we thought, ‘lets get married too’. 
So there you have it, weddings spawn weddings – watch out guys!

Rodney is a bit of a ix-it whiz and has ixed many, many items of electrical 
and other hardware for me, including a Warehouse cricket bat on the margin 
of the Beans Burn. One evening Craig and Rodney and I were watching a slide 

show at my place, when a kind of sepia tone developed on the screen. “I smell 
smoke” declared Craig. The light was turned on to reveal a column of smoke 

pouring from the slide projector. Rodney took it to bits the next day, diagnosed 
a transformer meltdown, popped down the road and bought a new one, and 
installed it with the aid of the soldering iron and tool box that habitually lived in 
the back of his truck.

Rodney always just happens to have the thing that you need but don’t have. Even 
at my wedding, I didn’t have an iron, but Rodney had brought one, and my best 
man’s wife used it to deal to the creases in my shirt while I held young Julia, at 
that time my favourite baby in the world, and another sprog with OUTC heritage. 
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Rodney was there the weekend after I had bought my house and helped me cut 
down the pine trees down the back of it. In return, all I have been able to do is 
cut down a willow tree that was annoying his house in Queenstown. Rodney and 
Amy have helped on the farm on many occasions, and we put them in charge of 
assembling our tin shed, including the ‘wafting’ of the roof.

I’m trying to get Rodney and Amy to come back to Dunedin to live, its all right 
here and it would be even better with them in town. Fingers crossed they will 

have some kids because there is no doubt that Rodney would make a great dad.

To think this great friendship began all those years ago in OUTC. Friendships 
forged in the hills are very, very strong indeed.

 

Rodney on Stewart Island on a trip in 2006 (Jaz Morris).
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Slim Tomes for Tramping Trips
Tom McKellar

Some good literature on a trip can be as satisfying as a ingernail on a sandly 
bite; and like that bite, the trip will really stand out because of it. Here are some 
great, and unusually slight, books to try in the mountains.

Animal Farm

 by George Orwell (Thank you Max Olsen)
Animal Farm is about the right length and pace for a cruisy weekend walk. For 
the greatest contrast take it to a nice place, with a good group of democratic 
people, and enjoy yourself. Otherwise, you might like to try matching each group 
member to a character.

Heart of Darkness

 by Joseph Conrad (Thank you Jaz Morris)

Technically a short story, but long enough to by published in its own volume, 
“Heart of Darkness” would perfectly complement a medium length trip. It details 
a journey by steamboat deep into Africa, the Dark Continent. Conrad writes in 
a dense prose that suits the mysterious, lush jungle setting. Bear in mind the 
narrator’s experience is far different to any you’d expect in New Zealand bush. 
“Heart of Darkness” has been adapted into a ilm called “Apocalypse Now”; of 
the two the novel is best suited to a tramp.

A Clockwork Orange

 by Anthony Burgess

This is a brilliant wee book narrated by a criminal teenager. It has less than 

150 pages, but takes a disproportionately long time to read because of the 
multitudinous slang. But don’t be deterred by the “real like horrorshow groodies” 

or a “rot still open like bezoomy”, because with some attention you’ll pick it up. 
With its philosophical themes, “A Clockwork Orange” would be an excellent 
choice for the longest, remotest trip you can manage. There’s even a version with 
the inal chapter omitted for the serious page-counters (and it’s a far superior 
ending too).

The Trial by Franz Kafka (Thanks Jaz)

I haven’t read this one, but it’s recommended by Jaz Morris “for solo trips only”. 
See Antics 2009.

Antics 2010

by Nick Plimmer and Peter Wilson. Actually edited by Penelope Dinsdale 

and Jaz Morris.

Untested as of January 2011, however recent comments by the editors indicate 
it’ll be about as slim as they come. General relevance may be questionable.
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Not recommended:

Encyclopedia Britannica except for really long trips.

OUTC’s signed copy of Men Aspiring by Paul Powell, because if it gets 
damaged you’re in real danger.

Hunting Magazines, unless you’re going somewhere without huts.

Gregg’s Instant Pudding Mix. [See ‘Apathy’ in 45 Years of Antics - Editor]
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Three More Big, Icy Mountains
Jaz Morris

Rob Roy Peak – West Face

Aaron Whitehead, Danilo Hegg, Nina Dickerhof, Jaz Morris.

Rob Roy is probably the second most well known mountain in the Matukituki 
after Aspiring, since it has an enormous highway track below it for day-tripping 
Americans. I’m well known for looking down on people, so climbing Rob Roy 
appealed a lot. 

With a perfect forecast and good early season conditions, we set off for our 
beloved Matukituki. The A-team assembled at Aspiring Hut, shortly after Friday 
became Saturday on a frosty still night where Mt Aspiring’s piercing ice cap 
caught the soft moonlight.

Next morning we headed up Geoff Wayatt’s track at the south end of Shovel 
Flat to a tussock bench below Glengyle Peak and Rob Roy. Typically, Aaron had 
been there before, saving a lot of time. We located the guidebook’s B-grade rock 
bivvys and settled in for a frosty night. 3.30 am came quickly and we began the 

long slog up winter’s snow to the Maud Francis Glacier at the toe of the West 
Face of Rob Roy. I have seen many sunrises on Aspiring – but that day’s ranks 
as one of the best.

On the South Ridge of Rob Roy (Jaz Morris).
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The West Face was 400 vertical metres of 35-40 degree snow in good condition 
– nothing technical but a fair test for the calf muscles – and we were all happy 
to top out on the South Ridge of Rob Roy for the fantastic amble onwards to 
the summit. The view from Rob Roy is great – the drop down the South Face is 
intimidating as all hell – and the punter track was just visible 2km below. 

The descent was scary, hard work on softening midday snow with cornices 
threatening to drop down from above. Aaron and I wished we had skis – Danilo 
and Nina didn’t see the appeal. Eventually the heat relented and we dropped 
below Glengyle Peak for lunch. From there, all that remained was a knee bashing 
scrub descent to Wilson’s Camp Stream – cutting out the usual walk back from 
Aspiring Hut. A tip: with 400m vertical of nice moderate angle snow below you, 
it IS quicker to stop, put overtrousers on and bum slide than to walk down. 

Eventually descent lost its novelty, and we were glad to hit the farmed valley 
loor. Relief didn’t last long, for it was spring and the defense mechanisms of 
maternal animals were in full swing. I’ve never seen a female cow charge at 

someone before.

Mt Bonpland – so near, so far

Aaron Whitehead, Danilo Hegg, Nina Dickerhof, Jaz Morris.

Team A regroups. The lesson on this trip: if the forecast changes every ive 
minutes, the weather will too. We slogged up Scott Creek in the drizzle and cloud, 
found a nice greenstone boulder and had lunch below the saddle with Kay Creek. 
From here, instead of descending, we followed a series of basins and saddles to 
the foot of the West Ridge of Bonpland. The route went via a beautiful alpine 
tarn – great for a weekend trip. Sweet smelling Psychrophrila obtusa lowering 
on the edge of the snow was a highlight. We lycamped in lovely still weather, 
awaiting another early start. 

“Time to get up!” Danilo’s trademark cry rang out, all too early. Knowing the 
weather was meant to crap out around dawn hurried us up the West Ridge with 
the weather breaking. Full packs meant we were near the top when the front hit 
and snow started. We reached the low peak of Bonpland with what looked like 
at least one interesting pitch separating us from the summit – bugger that in the 
blizzard! From here, we tried in vain to ind the grand couloir which would lead 
us down to the Glacier Burn, completing a round trip and getting us back to the 
car in only a few hours. In mist and snow, we couldn’t ind the couloir, only 
cliffs, so it was back down the steep snow we’d grovelled up, and then it was out 
the same way (adding a sweet 7 hours of walking). We’d carried all our gear to 

the top in vain. Alternating hail, snow, rain and scorching sun meant jackets went 
on and off the whole way. At least I scored the [rock type classiied] boulder on 
the way out.
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Ironically, some of Aaron’s mates had tried to climb Bonpland from the Glacier 
Burn the same day, had got to the top of the couloir as the weather hit, and then 
bailed. Apparently we’d have had a highway of tracks to follow down, if only 
we’d found the top of the snowslope – fate’s a bitch sometimes.

Mt Barff – attempts one and two

Mike Cook, Nina Dickerhof, Jaz Morris.

Don’t fuck with the track to Liverpool Hut.  We found this out the hard way early 
in the spring. Nina and I had got up early to drive from Dunedin and had grovelled 
up the Matuk in the hot sun with 20+ kg packs (two tools, rope, snowshoes, ice 
pro, etc etc). At 6pm the hut came into view above bushline – but we were not 
there yet. The track climbs up and away from the hut to avoid a treacherous 
gully, and is in places extremely exposed. On one sloping section with bluffs in 
all directions, we were forced to get out our ice axes for purchase on the steep 
tussock. In the end we were forced to try a route up a nasty snowslope covering 
the usual track, which neither of us liked. I put a foot on it and it broke away and 
slid over a cliff. At this point we both became sick with fear and the memory of 
a friend who I knew not long enough. Discretion is the better part of valour - so 
we pulled the plug and grovelled back down to Pearl Flat in the gathering dark. 
At 11pm we reached Aspiring Hut again – and were forced to spend the next 
morning looking at the pristine face of Mt Barff waiting to be climbed. 

2010 was a good year for climbing success and we didn’t want a failure to 

tarnish the record. So with another good forecast we planned round two with 
Mt Barff. With Mike, my boss from work, we charged up to Liverpool Hut and 
reconnoitred the route for the next morning. Ultralight packing having gone too 
far, I’d forgotten the gas, so we had to cook on an illegal ire among the tinder dry 
tussocks. A tired and confused South African punter at the hut (“that’s some hill, 
my bro”) was bemused that we “forgot to bring fuel, but remembered olive oil.” 
A quartet of new-age feminist types from Wanaka with incense and Trade-Aid 
elevator music coming from a tinny ipod speaker detracted from the evening.

An advantage of no cooker is no mucking around in the morning – we were up 
and gone in 15 minutes. We headed up a spur after approximately three small 
creek crossings (on the foot trail to Arawhata Saddle) and got onto the lovely 

snowslope of Barff’s SE ridge. Barff is largely straightforward, very fun and 
the view of Aspiring is unimaginably beautiful. 100m from the top it gets rather 
more steep where you climb a steep snow prow before gaining a latter bit on the 
north side, which leads to a col between the two summits where the top can be 
gained. Descent was rather more interesting with soft snow – 5 minutes later and 
we’d have been abseiling (it can pay to forget the cooker).

We reached the hut at 10am or so (5hrs return at a moderate pace) to ind the 
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Wanaka types in a better mood – they even made us a cup of tea! Cheers! One 
of them, however, confused us a lot telling us about an attempt on the South 
Face of Aspiring – her irst climb in the area (wouldn’t you start on something 
more straightforward??). We overtook our man from SA halfway down the hill 

(“you climbed the mountain, and now you caught me up? You people are it, eh 
my bro”). Had lunch where Nina and I had had a dejected dinner a month prior 
– then it was off to Red Star – where Mike shouted us “for guiding fees.” What 
a good bastard.

Upper: Climbing steep snow on Mt Bonpland (Jaz Morris).

Lower: Mike on Mt Barff (Jaz Morris).
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